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About Menalto Advisors

Preeminent Technology M&A Boutique Investment Bank
Menalto Advisors LLC (“Menalto Advisors”) is a new and different type of
technology M&A advisory firm located in Silicon Valley. We are a close-knit,
diverse group of talented professionals who strongly believe that early
partnership and proactive guidance based on each of our client’s unique
circumstances are the best way to help them attain their strategic objectives
and exceed their M&A goals. We help our clients discover, strengthen, and
communicate their capabilities and the potential of their business to optimize
each M&A outcome.
Prior to founding Menalto Advisors, our investment banking team completed
over 165 transactions around the globe and has deep experience in M&A,
engineering, finance, law, management consulting, and entrepreneurship.
We understand the dedication, experience, pragmatism, foresight, tenacity,
creativity, and exceptional execution it takes to consistently achieve
transactional success. Importantly, our partnership approach to M&A works
because our team consists of bright, fun, motivated individuals who are
passionate about technology and entrepreneurship.
Please visit our website at www.menaltoadvisors.com to learn more.
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Previous Thought Reports
Highlights of Previous Reports
In case you missed it, below are summaries of five previous Thought
Reports. If you would like a copy of one or more of these reports, please
contact one of the investment bankers at Menalto Advisors.
• An Overview of the Semiconductor Industry – This
200+ page report was issued in January 2018. The
report provides highlights of the semiconductor
industry as well as a detailed overview of product
segments such as processors, memory, FPGAs,
analog, MEMS, compound semiconductors, wireless
communications chips, wireless communications
chips, semiconductor capital equipment, and EDA. It includes details
on semiconductor M&A and investment activities during the past few
years, as well as summaries of more than 100 private semiconductor
companies.
• Emerging Automotive Technologies (ADAS, Self-Driving Cars,
V2X Communications, In-Vehicle Connectivity, Electric Vehicles,
and More) – This 180+ page report was issued in July
2017. The report provides an overview of emerging
automotive technologies including autonomous
vehicles, automotive sensors, V2V communications,
in-vehicle sensors, electric vehicles and batteries,
user interface technologies, automotive cyber
security, and even flying cars. It includes descriptions
of more than 100 relevant acquisitions during the past few years, as
well as summaries of more than 100 private technology companies
addressing the auto tech market.
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• The High-Profile Enterprise Software Acquirers (an Overview of
M&A by Oracle, Microsoft, IBM, Salesforce, SAP, Cisco, HPE, etc.)
– This 140+ page report was issued in April 2017. The
report covers M&A activity by the “high-profile”
enterprise software acquirers. It includes summaries
of more than 260 acquisitions made by the major
enterprise software companies, including Oracle,
Microsoft, IBM, Salesforce, SAP, Cisco, and others. It
also discusses some of the major M&A highlights,
trends, and technology themes across these companies.
• The “High-Profile” Tech Acquirers (an Overview of M&A by Apple,
Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Intel, Samsung, and Amazon) – This
120+ page report was issued in January 2017. The
report covers M&A activity by the “high-profile”
technology acquirers. It includes summaries of more
than 325 acquisitions (since 2013) made by Apple,
Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Intel, Samsung, and
Amazon. These are the companies that we are most
often asked about by private tech companies. The
report also discusses some of the major M&A
highlights, trends, and technology themes across these companies.
• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning – This 130+ page
report was issued in November 2016. The first chapter provides a
comprehensive overview of the artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning landscape, including some
basic terminology, a history of AI, AI applications,
recent trends, strategic and VC investments,
concerns, and other related topics. The second
chapter contains a detailed primer on AI and machine
learning technologies. The third chapter provides
summaries of more than 70 AI-related M&A transactions, and the
fourth chapter highlights more than 70 private AI companies across a
variety of sectors and applications.
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Introduction
“Our twenty-first century economy may focus on
agriculture, not information.”
-

James Howard Kunstler

Why a Report on the AgTech Industry?
Agriculture is arguably the most important industry in the world. As difficult
as it might seem, we could get by without most of the electronic devices that
we regularly use (smartphones, PCs, tablets, GPS systems, smart home
devices, etc.). In contrast, without the agricultural industry a substantial
portion of the global population would likely not survive.
In addition to the importance of the agricultural industry, it is a multi-trillion
dollar market and has become a major adopter of advanced technologies,
including a variety of software and hardware solutions. For example, while
the commercial drone market didn’t take off as had been expected a few
years ago, drones are now commonly used in farming to monitor vegetation.
Farms are also increasingly using sensors and artificial intelligence (AI)
software for analysis to reduce costs and improve operations. Some farms
have begun using machine vision-based robotics systems for harvesting
crops. While there has been a lot of publicity about self-driving cars on the
road, a number of autonomous farming vehicles have been developed,
which have the potential to eventually transform the agricultural industry.
With global population increasing and average caloric demand per person
growing, some are projecting that crop demand for humans and animal feed
may nearly double by 2050. Despite the demand, farms are under increasing
pressure to become more efficient to make operations economically
attractive. As a result of these factors, there is a strong need for advanced
agricultural technologies (AgTech) and farms are expected to increasingly
use a broad range of innovative technologies to improve operations.
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Another reason for this report topic is that our previous Though Reports
focused on “mainstream” subjects (e.g., artificial intelligence/machine
learning, automotive technologies, enterprise software, semiconductors).
Anyone that follows the technology industry is likely already somewhat
familiar with these topics, as there are many articles about these sectors,
even in general daily newspapers. However, we thought it would be
interesting to occasionally write reports on topics that are less well-known
and “off the beaten path.” While a lot has been written about biotechnologyrelated farming products (e.g., genetically engineered crops), we only rarely
see articles about the intersection of high-tech (software/hardware) and
agriculture. In general, we don’t think the developments within the AgTech
market are that well-publicized, even within the technology community, and
so we thought it would be an interesting topic to write about.
One additional factor is that there have been a significant number of “crossover” transactions. That is, a variety of private high-tech start-ups have been
acquired by major agricultural companies. Some of the high-profile
transactions have included Monsanto’s acquisition of The Climate
Corporation (analytics using weather and other data to improve crop yields),
Deere’s acquisition of Blue River Technology (precision weed spraying using
machine vision and AI), and DuPont’s acquisition of Granular (farm
management software), although there have been many others. In addition,
a number of high-profile Silicon Valley technology companies have made
strategic investments in private AgTech companies.
Good Time for a Report on “High-Tech” AgTech
Based on the above, we thought the timing was right for a Thought Report
on the agricultural technology industry. Specifically, the major focus of this
report is on the intersection of AgTech and high-tech (software and/or
hardware). The report doesn’t focus on the larger and more well-established
biotechnology segment of the agriculture industry (e.g., genetically modified
crops, microbials, etc.), although we did include one section highlighting
some of the major biotech-related agricultural technologies.
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Report Overview
The rest of this report is divided into three major chapters and an appendix:
• Chapter 1: AgTech Highlights and Overview – The first chapter
provides a general overview of the AgTech industry. It covers a variety
of topics including general agricultural industry highlights, historical
agricultural innovations, an overview of high-tech related agricultural
technology segments, recent venture capital and strategic investment
in the high-tech agricultural sector, and select major M&A transactions.
• Chapter 2: AgTech Segment Overview – The second chapter
includes brief overviews of a variety of different segments of the
AgTech sector. This includes imaging (from drones, planes, or
satellites), robotics and autonomous farming vehicles, software
analytics, farm management software, sensors, indoor farming, and
online farm-related marketplaces. It also includes one section on
agricultural biotechnology solutions. Each section includes
descriptions of several private companies addressing the market,
which provides additional detail on some of the emerging solutions. In
total, more than 100 private companies are highlighted.
• Chapter 3: Select AgTech M&A Transactions – The third chapter
provides an M&A overview including a list of more than 80 AgTech
acquisitions that have occurred during the past few years. It is mostly
focused on “high-tech” deals and excludes traditional biotechnologyfocused transactions or other types of agricultural acquisitions.
• Appendix: Select Private AgTech Companies – The appendix
includes an alphabetical list and very brief summaries of the private
AgTech companies that were discussed in chapter 2.
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Comment on the Private AgTech Companies
As previously noted, chapter 2 includes brief summaries of more than 100
private agricultural technology companies. This was not meant to be
comprehensive as there are hundreds of private AgTech companies, and we
could therefore include only a small subset of them. We tried to highlight a
broad range of different types of companies (some high-profile, some lesserknown). Importantly, we included only public information about these
companies, even if we previously met with management and have more
detailed non-public information about them. We also note that many of the
private companies could have been included in several different sections
(e.g., a company that provides sensors and analytic software could be in
both sections), but each company is listed in only one section.

We Look Forward to Hearing from You
Comments Welcome
We hope you find this report useful. We plan to update it from time to time
as the industry develops. If you have any comments, catch any errors, or
have recommendations for the next edition, please let us know!
Happy to Chat!
Of course, if you know any companies in the agricultural technology sector
(or any sector within technology for that matter) that may be considering M&A
now or in the future, please feel free to have them contact us! We look
forward to hearing from you!
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Introduction
Chapter 1: AgTech Highlights and Overview
“More and more major businesses and industries are being run on
software and delivered as online services – from movies to national
defense to agriculture.”
-

Marc Andreessen

Introduction
This chapter provides a general overview of the agricultural technology
(AgTech) industry, with a focus on the intersection of agriculture and hightech (software/hardware). It includes some general agriculture industry
highlights, a brief history of agricultural technology, and an overview of
various segments of the high-tech AgTech industry (e.g., imaging, robotics,
analytics, farm management, sensors, etc.). In addition, it covers venture
capital and strategic investment in AgTech start-ups and M&A highlights.

General Agriculture/AgTech Market Highlights
Huge Global Market
Some highlights of the agricultural market include:
• Multi-Trillion Dollar Market – Agriculture is a multi-trillion dollar
industry. The exact numbers vary by source (and based on what is
included), but McKinsey has reported that food and agriculture is a $5
trillion industry. The World Bank indicates agriculture was a $3.2 trillion
market in 2016 and Plunkett Research estimates that the food and
agricultural industry was approximately $8 trillion in 2016 (about 10%
of the world's GDP). The Business Research Company indicates
agriculture and related industries was nearly $11.8 trillion in 2017.
• Major Household Expense – According to Plunkett Research, food is
the third largest expense for households in the U.S. (about 13% of
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spending, behind only housing and transportation), but is on average
the largest expense for households in Asia.
• Fast Growing Demand – As a result of a combination of growing world
population (expected to reach nearly 10 billion by 2050) and increasing
caloric intake per person, the demand for food is expected to sharply
increase. Some projections indicate that global caloric demand for
humans will increase by 50% to 70% by 2050, and that crop demand
for humans and animal feed will approximately double by then.
• Significant Land Use – According to the European Space Agency
(ESA), approximately 37% of the land across the earth is used for
agriculture, including about 11% for crops and 26% for animal pastures
and other agricultural operations.
• Major User of Water – Some reports indicate that more than 70% of
the water used by humans is for agricultural applications (other uses
include drinking water, beverages, cooking, and industrial).
• Employment – Reportedly more than 80% of the U.S. labor force was
involved in agricultural jobs in 1800. This declined to about 50% in
1870 and is currently only approximately 2%. According to the 2012
USDA Census of Agriculture, there were about 3.2 million farmers in
the U.S. In many countries, however, agriculture is still the
predominant type of employment. According the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), more than a billion people are employed in
agriculture (nearly a third of all workers around the world).
• Farms and Farm Size – Per the USDA, the number of farms in the
U.S. in 2016 was less than 2.1 million (down from 6.8 million in 1935)
and total farm size was 911 million acres (average size of 442 acres).
In many poor countries, however, farms are often less than 5 acres.
• “Smart” Agriculture Poised for Strong Growth – According to a
release by data research firm MarketsandMarkets, the “Smart
Agriculture Market” (precision farming, livestock monitoring, smart
greenhouses) is projected to grow from less than $5.2 billion in 2016
to more than $11.2 billion by 2022.
15
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Select Major Agriculture Players
Some of the major players in the global agriculture market include:
• AGCO – AGCO is a major supplier of agricultural equipment including
tractors, harvesters, precision farming devices, seeding equipment,
and a variety of other types of farming products. Its brand names
include Massey Ferguson, Fendt, Valtra, GSI, and Challenger.
• Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) – ADM is one of the largest
agricultural processors. It processes a variety of agricultural products
(corn, oilseed, wheat, etc.) and provides food ingredients and animal
nutrition products. It also offers a network of crop transportation.
• BASF – BASF is a large German diversified chemicals company that
produces a broad range of chemical products (solvents, amines,
resins, glues, petrochemicals, etc.), but one of its major segments is
agricultural products (fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, etc.). It also
has a partnership with Monsanto for biotechnology solutions.
• Bayer – Bayer is a diversified German pharmaceutical, agriculture,
and chemical company. Its Crop Science unit sells a broad range of
agricultural products including seeds and chemicals (herbicides,
fungicides, seed treatments). As noted below, it agreed to acquire
Monsanto in 2016, although the deal has not yet closed.
• Cargill – Cargill’s businesses include purchasing and distributing grain
and other agricultural products, raising livestock, and producing food
ingredients (starch, glucose syrup, vegetable oils, etc.). It is privatelyheld but reportedly had nearly $110 billion of revenue in 2017.
• ChemChina/Syngenta – Syngenta sells a variety of chemicals
(herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, seed treatments) and seeds
(corn, oilseeds, cereals, other vegetables). It is based in Switzerland.
In February 2016, Syngenta announced that it agreed to be acquired
by ChemChina for approximately $43 billion. The transaction closed
in mid-2017. ChemChina is a Chinese state-owned producer of
agrochemicals, specialty chemicals, and rubber products.
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• CNH Industries – CNH is a major supplier of agriculture and
construction equipment. Its two main brand names are Case and New
Holland (CNH was initially formed in 1999 from a merger of those two
companies, in 2013 it was combined with Fiat Industrial). It sells a
variety of tractors, bailers, loaders, and harvesters. It is registered in
the Netherlands with headquarters in London, England.
• Deere – Deere is a leading supplier of agricultural vehicles including
tractors, harvesters, combines, loaders, and pickers. It also sells lawn
cutters, construction, and forestry products. Agriculture and turf
products accounted for about 78% of sales in 2017.
• DowDuPont (Corteva Agriscience) – DowDuPont provides
numerous types of seeds (soybeans, corn, cotton, rice, alfalfa, cereals,
canola) and crop protection products (herbicides, insecticides,
fungicides). The company plans to spin out its agriculture business by
June 2019 into a new company named Corteva Agriscience.
• Monsanto – Monsanto provides many types of crop seeds, herbicides,
and agricultural productivity solutions. Its products include RoundUp
(a glyphosate-based herbicide) and it has been a major proponent of
genetically modified crops (including glyphosate-resistant crops). In
September 2016, it agreed to be acquired by Bayer for approximately
$66 billion. The U.S. Department of Justice recently approved the deal
provided certain portions of the business are divested. However, the
transaction has not yet closed (as of mid-April, 2018).
• Nutrien – Nutrien is a leading supplier of fertilizers and agricultural
nutrients. Its products include nitrogen, phosphate, potash, and
sulphur-based fertilizers. It was formed by the merger of two major
Canadian fertilizer companies – Agrium and Potash (the transaction
closed at the beginning of 2018).
• Trimble – Trimble provides positioning-centric products for a variety of
industries, but has a strong focus on agriculture. Its products include
GPS-based receivers, displays, guidance, and steering solutions for
tractors and other farming vehicles. It also provides a broad range of
software solutions for crop planning, record keeping, and mapping.
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Brief Overview of AgTech History
Agriculture History
Various forms of agriculture have existed
for well over 10 thousand years. The
agricultural (Neolithic) revolution, when
humans began widescale transition from
hunting/gathering to settlement and
agriculture is generally believed to have
started around 8500 B.C. By 7500 B.C.,
agriculture flourished in several regions
around the world; most notably in the
“fertile crescent” (which now includes parts
of Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus,
Jordan, Israel, and Palestine) in which
many different types of crops (wheat, barley, chickpeas, beans, etc.) were
successfully grown and several types of animals were domesticated.
Many different innovations and improvements occurred during the next
several thousand years (farming tools, aqueducts, irrigation, wooden
ploughs, iron ploughs, seed drills, use of wind-powered and water-powered
tools, etc.). Interestingly, these innovations occurred in many different parts
of the world (Europe, China, India, South America, etc.). While collectively
there were many enhancements over thousands of years, the rate of
improvement on a per-year basis had actually been relatively modest.
The British agricultural revolution is often viewed to have begun around 1700
and included a number of innovations (e.g., using fodder crops in crop
rotation rather than leaving land fallow, more advanced ploughs, etc.) as well
as greater economic incentives to encourage agriculture. This resulted in
significant growth in crop production, and also contributed to a nearly
doubling of population in England/Wales from 1700 to 1800.
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Some AgTech Innovations Since the Late 1700s
Agricultural technology has shown enormous progress since the late 1700s.
This includes thousands of different inventions, developments, and
enhancements. Some examples include:
• In 1793, Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin. Cotton had been plentiful
in the American South, but was very costly and generally unprofitable
to produce, as separating the cotton seeds and fibers was very time
consuming and labor intensive. The cotton gin easily separated seeds
and fibers, greatly improving the economics of cotton farms.
• In 1837, John Deere introduced the steel plough, which had many
significant advantages over iron and wooden ploughs.
• In the 1830s, commercially successful horse-drawn mechanical
harvesters/reapers were introduced (generally attributed to Cyrus
McCormick whose company was later acquired by International
Harvester). This greatly improved efficiency while reducing labor
requirements (historically small grains had to be manually cut with
sickles, hand-raked, and tied into sheaves, which is very time
consuming and labor intensive).
• In the late 1840s, commercial fertilizers became available which
helped significantly increase crop yields.
• In 1866, Gregor Mendel published his famous paper on inheritance.
While farmers had been using breeding for thousands of years, it was
largely a trial and error process, as the core principles weren’t known.
As a result of Mendel’s work, farmers were better able to breed plants
and animals and produce improved hybrid products.
• In the early 1900s, a number of internal combustion engine based
tractors were introduced. While the initial vehicles had some
limitations, over the next couple of decades they were significantly
improved. The use of combustion engine based vehicles is generally
viewed as one of the most substantial developments in the history of
agriculture as they enable greater efficiency with less labor.
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• During the early 1900s, Holt Manufacturing (founded by Benjamin Holt)
developed the first commercially-viable crawler (continuous track)
tractors. Initially, its primary target market was agriculture (Holt later
shifted its focus to the construction market, merged with C.L. Best, and
became Caterpillar).
• Around 1913, the Haber–Bosch process enabled large scale
production of ammonia, which could be used for nitrogen-based
fertilizers. This was a major catalyst for improved crop production.
• In the early 1920s, aerial pesticide sprays were initially used.
• During the 1920s, significant improvements were made to generalpurpose gas tractors, which could pull harvesting machines and
plant/cultivate row crops. In addition, during this time period the use of
solid rubber tires on farming vehicles began, which eliminated a
number of issues associated with previous tires.
• During the 1950s, gas-powered tractors and farming vehicles became
widespread and exceeded the number of horses/mules on farms for
the first time. Commercial fertilizers became pervasive as pricing
sharply decreased, and herbicides/pesticides were increasingly used.
• During the 1980s and 1990s, biotechnology became prominent to
improve crops and livestock. Genetically modified crops were
developed, including crops that are resistant to certain herbicides
(glyphosate-resistant soybeans, and eventually many other herbicideresistant crops). Many of the advances in agriculture during the past
few decades have been related to biotechnology innovations.
• In the mid-1990s, GPS-based combine harvesters and tractors began
becoming more commonplace. Since then, there has been growing
interest in utilizing “high tech” to improve crops and farm operations.
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Dramatic Productivity Improvements
As a result of the previously noted innovations, agricultural productivity
greatly increased during the past couple of centuries. For example,
according to data from the USDA/NIFA/AgClassroom, in the early 1800s,
about 300 labor-hours were required to produce 100 bushels of wheat on a
5-acre plot of land. By the 1980s, producing the same amount of wheat (100
bushels) required only 3 labor-hours (1% of the labor) and only 3 acres of
land (60% of the land). However, there are a variety of transformative
technology innovations that could potentially have a disruptive impact on the
agricultural industry and further sharply increase efficiency.
Agriculture and Population
A general concern regarding agriculture is that demand for food will outstrip
humans’ ability to produce it. One of the most famous writers on this topic
was Thomas Malthus, who in 1798 wrote “An Essay on the Principle of
Population.” A major point was that in good times, when there are abundant
resources, population growth increases. This continues until the population
size exceeds its resources, resulting in distress. The “Malthusian thesis” is
that since food supply tends to increase at an arithmetic rate and population
growth tends to increase at a geometric rate, population could exceed food
resources resulting in massive famine. The previously noted sharp growth
in England’s population during the 1700s was a factor in his views.
The world’s population growth rate was actually very modest prior to the early
1700s, with most estimates indicating it was less than 0.1%/year (due in part
to the relatively short life expectancies of humans). During the 1700s and
1800s, population growth increased to approximately 0.5%/year, leading to
concerns from Malthus and others. This growth rate accelerated beginning
in the 1920s and reached a peak above 2%/year in the early 1960s.
However, since then the growth rate has been sharply declining and is
currently estimated to be around 1%. Despite abundant resources, many
couples around the world are having fewer children than in the past. While
the rate of growth is projected to continue to decline, the overall world
population is expected to increase from about 7.6 billion people in 2018 to
nearly 10 billion people by 2050.
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Need for More Farm Output
In addition to a growing population, consumption per person has been
increasing. While there are unfortunately still many areas of famine around
the world, economic prosperity has spread during the past few decades,
resulting in greater food consumption per person. As previously noted, total
human caloric demand is expected to increase 50% to 70% by 2050, with
overall demand (including animal feed) projected to nearly double by then.
The amount of land used for farming has actually slightly decreased in the
U.S. and in many countries, resulting in a growing need for advanced
technologies to make farms more efficient and productive.
Need to Become More Efficient and Profitable
Farmers are under increasing pressure to become more efficient. Farm
income is notoriously volatile due to large swings in global crop/commodity
prices and many uncontrollable factors that affect output (such as the local
weather). In the U.S., farms generally had several robust years around 2011
to 2013 but farm income has sharply declined since then (lower crop prices
has been a major factor). According to the USDA, U.S. total net farm income
reached a peak of $123.8 billion in 2013, but declined to about half that
($61.5 billion) in 2016 and the forecast for 2018 is $59.5 billion. Many smaller
farms are struggling to stay in business. Technology can help significantly
increase farm income. However, farms that don’t implement emerging
technologies can be at a disadvantage.
Environmental Concerns
Environment concerns are another driver for the use of advanced
technologies on the farm. More than 70% of water-usage is for agriculture,
but a significant portion is wasted (e.g., poor irrigation systems). There are
a variety of concerns over the use of excessive amounts of farming
chemicals (pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers) which can contaminate crops
and pollute rivers. Agriculture accounts for a substantial percentage of global
greenhouse emissions (reportedly about 10% to 15% of global emissions,
and close to 25% when forestry is included). By using a variety of advanced
technologies (intelligent irrigation systems, robotic precision sprayers,
advanced sensing, etc.), farms can not only become more efficient, but can
also become much more environmentally-friendly.
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Select High-Tech AgTech Segments
Many Advanced AgTech Solutions
The pace of agricultural technology
innovation has accelerated in recent
years,
including
both
traditional
biotechnology solutions and increasingly
high-tech “precision agriculture” related
products.
The following are some
segments of the AgTech sector. Each of
these is discussed in more detail in
chapter 2 of this report.
• Imaging (Drones, Satellites, Planes) – Farms are increasingly using
advanced imaging of crops to identify potential issues, so they can be
quickly resolved. These images may be captured by drones, planes,
and/or satellites. Multispectral imaging (capturing not just traditional
visible images, but infrared and other non-visible wavelengths) is
increasingly used to extract crop health information that is not apparent
even from close visual inspection of crops.
• Robotics and Autonomous Vehicles – Farms are increasingly using
robotics to help plant, maintain, and harvest crops. Using vision
processing and analytics, farm vehicles can now perform complex
tasks (e.g., identifying crops and picking them at the optimal time).
There is also growing interest in autonomous farming vehicles which
could revolutionize the agricultural industry.
• Analytics – As with almost every other major industry, there is strong
interest in using data analytics to improve crop growth and farming
operations. For example, by analyzing data related to crops (weather,
soil moisture levels, fertilizer used, type of seeds, etc.), crop yields can
be enhanced, water usage can be reduced, and harvest times can be
optimized. Analytics can also be used for buying supplies and selling
crops and animals. These types of analytics can greatly improve
efficiency and increase farm profitability.
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• Farm Management Software – Farms are very complex operations
requiring thousands of tasks. Historically, farmers used separate types
of generic software for tracking/managing some of these tasks, and
often didn’t use any software for others. There are, however, a growing
number of farm management software products that are specifically
optimized for agricultural operations. These solutions enable farmers
to capture and track significantly more data, as well as to better analyze
operations, increase efficiency, and reduce costs.
• Sensors – To effectively analyze and optimize a farm’s operation
requires measuring a large number of parameters. This, in turn,
requires a variety of different types of sensors. Sensors can be used
to monitor crop conditions (soil, moisture, weather, etc.) and to track
and monitor animals. Increasingly, companies are developing sensor
solutions that are specifically optimized for agriculture.
• Indoor Farming – By combining a variety of innovations, it is possible
to grow crops indoors, closer to where the crops are consumed,
reducing transportation costs, eliminating the need for pesticides, and
providing fresher produce to consumers. In some cases, these indoor
farms grow crops vertically (often called vertical farms) and may use a
variety of technologies such as advanced LED lighting (in lieu of
sunlight), sensors, and analytic software to optimize crop growth.
• Biotechnology – Advanced biotechnology innovations have been
used extensively in farming for the past few decades. This includes
genetically modified crops that have certain desired characteristics or
are resistant to particular diseases or herbicides. The emergence of
CRISPR-Cas9 technology is expected to accelerate the introduction of
genetically modified products. Another major area of recent innovation
is microbials and seed coatings to improve crop growth.
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VC Investment
Significant Increase in VC AgTech Investment
Venture capital investment in AgTech companies has significantly increased
relative to just a few years ago. The specific numbers considerably vary from
source to source as there isn’t a clear definition of “AgTech.” For example,
some data providers include “food/restaurant marketplaces” in AgTech while
others don’t. Several of these “marketplace” companies have raised
considerable private investment rounds (e.g., China’s food delivery service
Ele.me raised $1 billion before being acquired by Alibaba for $9.5 billion).
There are several other major segments that may or may not be included in
AgTech, and this can have a major impact on the aggregate numbers. While
the specific numbers vary, the consensus is that AgTech investment has
substantially increased relative to the past. A few highlights related to VC
investment in AgTech include:
• AgFunder – According to AgFunder, total “Agrifood technology”
financings increased from $2.3 billion in 2013 to $10.1 billion in 2017.
While the $10.1 billion was a record, the number of financings (just
under 1,000) was actually down relative to the previous two years
(nearly 1,200 in 2016 and 1,250 in 2017), although up significantly from
several years ago. This indicates a recent shift towards larger, later
stage deals. The Agrifood technology category, however, includes a
variety of non-farm food segments such as restaurant and retail food
related technologies.
Drilling down, financings in the “Farm Tech” segment (which is more
focused on software and hardware used on farms) grew from less than
$1.5 billion in 2014 to more than $2.3 billion in 2017. The number of
“Farm Tech” financings in 2017 was down slightly from the previous
couple of years (345 in 2017 versus 380 in 2016 and 370 in 2015),
again indicating a shift towards larger investments. However, all of
these numbers are up substantially from the past (2012 and before)
when there was relatively little invested in “high-tech” farm technology.
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• PitchBook – According to PitchBook, venture capital investment in
AgTech increased from only $110 million in 2009 (29 deals) to more
than $2.05 billion in 2017 (224 deals), as shown below. The numbers
are slightly higher when private equity firm investments are also
included (e.g., an additional $400 million and 14 deals in 2017).
AgTech VC Financings
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• CB Insights – According to a recent CB Insights presentation, funding
for “farm-focused” technology start-ups increased from only $22 million
(17 deals) in 2013 to $437 million (62 deals) in 2017.
Farm-Focused Start-up Financings
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High-Profile VCs Investing in AgTech
Some examples of high-profile Silicon Valley venture capital firms that have
made investments in high-tech AgTech companies include:
• Accel Partners – Accel invested in Agrostar (e-commerce for
agricultural supplies) and NinjaCart (an India-based B2B platform that
connects farmers to small retailers).
• Andreessen Horowitz – Andreessen Horowitz was an investor in
Granular (farm management software, acquired by DuPont) and has
an investment in Apeel Sciences (uses agricultural byproducts to
develop a solution that can extend produce life).
• Khosla Ventures – Khosla was an investor in several of the highprofile AgTech companies that were acquired such as The Climate
Corporation (bought by Monsanto), Granular (bought by DuPont), and
Blue River (bought by John Deere). It has several other AgTech
investments such as Tule (sensors and analytics for irrigation
management), Clear Labs (next generation sequencing testing for food
safety), and BioConsortia (technology for developing microbials).
• NEA – NEA was an investor in The Climate Corporation (bought by
Monsanto) and recently invested in Aquabyte (vision processing and
underwater cameras for analyzing fish farms).
• Kleiner Perkins (KPCB) – Kleiner Perkins invested in Farmers Edge
(imagery and analytics for farms) and Farmer’s Business Network
(online farming data, analytics, and purchasing).
In addition, there have been several high-profile private equity firms that have
invested in AgTech. In 2014, for example, KKR invested $100 million in
Sundrop Farms (indoor farming) and Vista Equity Partners acquired AgData
(collects and analyzes complex sales data and manages marketing
strategies for agricultural applications).
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Select Active AgTech-Focused VCs
There are dozens of VC firms that have a specific focus on the AgTech
industry. Some examples of venture capital firms that have made multiple
investments in high-tech AgTech companies include:
• AgFunder – AgFunder is an online agriculture technology investment
platform that has invested in several AgTech related companies.
Portfolio companies include ImpactVision (hyperspectral imaging and
analytics for food and farming), Solinftec (IoT-based farm management
systems), and The Yield (sensors and analytics for agriculture). It also
provides a variety of reports and data, as well as other types of support
for the AgTech industry.
• Anterra Capital – Anterra is a specialist venture capital investor
focused on the food and agricultural sectors. It has invested in
Farmobile (data collection tools and analytics), LemnaTec (digital
phenotyping equipment and software), and Voltea (low cost water
desalination using capacitive deionization).
• CapAgro – CapAgro is a French VC focused on investments in
agriculture and the food industry. Some portfolio examples include:
Agriconomie (e-commerce for agriculture supplies), Forcea (nondestructive diagnostics testing for precision agriculture/viticulture),
NAIO (autonomous robots for agriculture), and Comba Group
(aeroponics crop systems).
• Cultivian Sandbox – Cultivian invests primarily in agricultural related
start-ups. Some AgTech-focused investments include Advanced
Animal Diagnostics (diagnostics solutions for livestock and dairy
farms), Conservis (farm management software), Descartes Labs (AI
for turning images into actionable data), and HarvestPort (online
farming asset marketplace for renting and buying).
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• Cycle Capital Management – Cycle Capital is based in Canada and
has made a variety of AgTech investments including: Inocucor
(biological products that naturally improve crop yields and replenish
soils) and Lufa Farms (urban rooftop indoor farms).
• Fall Line Capital – Fall Line has investments in a number of AgTech
companies including Asilomar (tools to improve crop yields), Benson
Hill (analytics for crop improvement), Granular (acquired by DuPont),
and Mercaris (data and trading marketplace).
• Finistere Ventures – Finistere focuses on AgTech investments.
Examples include CropX (AgTech sensors/analytics), Plenty (indoor
farming), and Taranis (intelligence platform for monitoring fields).
• Lewis & Clark Ventures – Lewis & Clark invests in the U.S. Midwest
including in AgTech. Investments include Benson Hill (analytics for
crop improvement), FarmLead (online marketplace for grain), and
NewLeaf Symbiotics (symbiotic bacteria to enhance crop growth).
• Middleland Capital – Middleland has made more than a dozen
investments in agricultural-related start-ups including AeroFarms
(indoor farms), Arable (agriculture sensor and analytics), Benson Hill
(analytics for crop improvement), Conservis (farm management
software), and Mercaris (data and trading marketplace).
• Omnivore – Omnivore Partners is a VC firm focused on
agriculture/food investments in India. Investments include Eruvaka
(cloud-based aquaculture pond management solutions), MITRA (farm
machinery), and Skymet (agriculture insurance and risk mitigation).
• S2G Ventures – S2G (Seed to Growth) Ventures invests in a variety
of agriculture-related companies. Some tech-related investments
include Arable (agriculture sensor and analytics) and Mercaris (data
and trading marketplace).
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• Spruce Capital Partners – Spruce is an investor in companies such
as AgerPoint (crop information management system), Consumer
Physics (micro-spectrometer for agriculture), and Provivi (pest control
for farms and agriculture).
• SP Ventures – SP Ventures is based in Brazil and has made many
AgTech related investments. Examples include: Aegro (cloud-based
crop and financial management platform), AgroNow (agriculture yield
mapping software), and AgroSmart (hardware and software to reduce
irrigating expenses).
• SVG Partners – SVG has made investments in companies such as
AgShift (machine learning/computer vision for digitized food systems),
AgroSmart (hardware and software to reduce irrigation expenses),
Arable (agriculture sensors and analytics), FarmWise (autonomous
robots for farming), and UAV-IQ (remote sensing and drone
technologies for agriculture clients).
There are also a variety of accelerators/incubators that have made a
significant number of AgTech-related investments (e.g., Iowa Agritech,
SOSV, SproutX, Techstars, Y Combinator, 500 Start-ups, etc.).

Strategic Investments and Interest in AgTech
Strategic Investments by Agriculture Companies
Many of the major agricultural companies (Monsanto, Syngenta, Cargill,
BASF, Land O’Lakes, Bayer, ADM, etc.) have either created venture funds
to invest in relevant start-ups or have made a variety of off-balance sheet
investments. In the majority of cases, these investments are biotechnology
related. However, there have been a growing number of investments in
software and hardware companies. Some examples include:
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• Monsanto – Monsanto has an active venture capital fund. Many of its
investments are in biotechnology companies, but it also has a variety
of high-tech companies in its portfolio. Some examples include:
AgSolver (“Profit Zone Manager” software to optimize decisions,
acquired by EFC Systems), Blue River (“seed and spray”
vision/machine learning technology, bought by Deere), FarmLead
(online marketplace), Resson (predictive analysis and mapping for
farms), Understory (weather monitoring data and services and
insurance), and Vital Fields (farm management software tool, which it
later acquired).
• Syngenta – Syngenta (ChemChina) has investments in a variety of
AgTech companies. Many of these are biotech-related but some hightech investments have included: Blue River (acquired by John Deere),
Illumitex (LEDs for applications such as agriculture), Phytech
(precision analytics for agriculture), and Planet Labs (earth imaging).
• Land O’Lakes – Land O’Lakes invested in EFC Systems (software
and analytics for agriculture).
• Cargill – Cargill invested in Descartes Labs (AI for turning images into
actionable data) and Cainthus (animal facial recognition and tracking).
In addition to these direct investments, several of the major agriculture and
agricultural machinery companies (Deere, DowDuPont, Land O’Lakes,
Syngenta, Cargill, etc.) have invested in and/or support a variety of
accelerators/incubators focused on AgTech. For example, Land O’Lakes
partnered with Techstars on a food and technology start-up platform (Startup
Next Food & Tech) and Cargill similarly partnered with Techstars on an
accelerator program in Minnesota as part of its Cargill Digital Labs strategy.
Deere is a supporter of several incubators such as Iowa Agritech.
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Strategic Investments by Tech Companies
We have also begun seeing strategic investments into AgTech companies
by traditional high-tech companies. A few examples include:
• Google – Google Ventures/GV has invested in Abundant Robotics
(apple picking robots), Bowery Farming (indoor farms), Farmer’s
Business Network (data and analytics for farming), and Granular
(acquired by DuPont). An article in MIT’s Technology Review noted
that Google is exploring using AI and robotics for farming applications.
• Bosch – Bosch invested in CropX (analytics and sensors for better
irrigation and crop yields) and The Yield (farm sensing and analytics).
• Intel – Intel is an investor in PrecisionHawk, which provides drones,
sensors, software, and analytics. Although PrecisionHawk supports
several applications, agriculture has been one of its target markets.
• Cisco – Cisco is an investor in Prospera (computer vision and AI to
help farmers analyze fields) and is a partner in Innovation Central
Sydney, which focuses on developing agricultural IoT technologies.
• Qualcomm – Qualcomm also invested in Prospera and was an
investor in Strider (farm management software, acquired by Syngenta).
It has investments in NinjaCart (B2B farm platform), Farm Easy (farm
data platform), and a Brazilian startup fund focused on AgTech.
Interest in AgTech by Non-Agriculture Companies (Wal-Mart Example)
In general, there has been growing interest in AgTech by non-agricultural
companies. As one example, earlier this year CB Insights reported that WalMart filed six patents related to farm automation. The patents cover
technologies such as using drones and machine vision to track insects by
spotting crop damage or directly identifying pests. The patents also cover
technologies related to drones spraying insects or flying around to scare off
birds. Some articles speculated that Wal-Mart could eventually run its own
farms using advanced technologies. As another example, in late 2017, Dell
announce/d a partnership with AeroFarms, which uses advanced
technologies for indoor farming.
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AgTech M&A Overview
Many Agricultural-Related Transactions
There has generally been a healthy level of M&A activity in the agricultural
sector during the past decade. This includes several recent massive
transactions (ChemChina/Syngenta, Bayer/Monsanto, Potash/Agrium, etc.),
as well as a large number of smaller deals. However, historically the targets
were companies focused on biotechnology or other types of traditional
agricultural products/equipment. Relatively few targets had been “high-tech”
companies (software or hardware). However, this has changed during the
past few years with a significant number of acquisitions of software and/or
innovative hardware companies by the major agricultural corporations.
The Climate Corporation Acquisition
Just as Google’s acquisition of DeepMind was generally viewed as a pivotal
moment in the artificial intelligence (AI) sector, with a strong increase in AI
start-ups and AI-related M&A transactions afterwards, the acquisition of The
Climate Corporation by Monsanto in late 2013 is viewed by many as a key
inflection point in the AgTech industry. The Climate Corporation (originally
called Weatherbill) was a privately-held company co-founded by Google
employees. Its main focus was using advanced data analytics and machine
learning to underwrite weather insurance for farmers.
Historically, farmers had to negotiate in-person to obtain customized weather
insurance policies and receiving a quote could take weeks. With Climate
Corporation, farmers could go online and set the parameters they wanted
protection from (e.g., temperature range, rainfall amount, etc.). Using a huge
database of historical weather data, soil observations, climate models, and
analytics, The Climate Corporation would almost immediately provide a
customized insurance quote. The company raised $107 million from
investors such as Google Ventures (GV), Khosla Ventures, NEA, Index
Ventures, and Founders Fund.
In October 2013, Monsanto announced that it was acquiring The Climate
Corporation for $930 million in cash (with retention packages included, the
deal was reportedly well in excess of $1 billion dollars).
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Monsanto noted that “advancements in data science can help further unlock
additional value for the farm.” The transaction was completed a few weeks
later. Since then, Climate Corporation divested the insurance piece of the
business (to AmTrust Financial Services) and has focused on providing
farmers with advanced digital agriculture sensor platforms and software
(Climate FieldView) and data. The Climate Corporation unit has
subsequently made a number of its own technology-related acquisitions.
Some Other Recent High-Profile High-Tech AgTech M&A Deals
While Climate Corporation is generally viewed as the seminal deal in the
high-tech AgTech sector, there have been many other high-tech AgTech
acquisitions since then. A few other high-profile deals have included:
• Deere/Blue River – In September 2017, Deere & Company (John
Deere) announced it was acquiring Blue River for $305 million. Blue
River uses machine learning and computer vision to develop advanced
agricultural smart machines. Its initial solution was a “Lettuce Bot” that
could automate the process of lettuce thinning, including identifying
which plants to remove and harvesting them. Subsequently, it
introduced its “See and Spray” technology which uses deep learning
to identify weeds (versus crops) and spray them (while not spraying
crops). The can greatly enhance crop protection while reducing the
amount of chemicals used. See and Spray was focused on weeding
for cotton, with plans to expand to many other crops. Blue River also
developed solutions combining its See and Spray technologies with
drones to survey a field of crops and sense various conditions.
• DuPont/Granular – In August 2017, DuPont announced that it agreed
to acquire Granular (for $300 million). Granular provides integrated
farm management software (crop planning, team management, profit
analysis, revenue forecasting, input usage, inventory management,
etc.) to help farms improve efficiency, profitability, and sustainability.
Granular also operates AcreValue.com (valuation data related to
farmland real estate). Granular had a product development and comarketing partnership with John Deere.
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• Syngenta/Ag Connections – In October 2015, Syngenta agreed to
acquire Ag Connections, which provides a variety of farm/crop
management software solutions (planning, budgeting, tracking, field
analysis, reporting, compliance). Ag Connections had already been
working with Syngenta as part of Syngenta’s AgriEdge Excelsior
program (which integrates products, services, risk management, and
technology for farmers). This was another example of a major
agricultural provider acquiring a high-tech software company.
• Precision Planting (Monsanto/Deere/AGCO) – Precision Planting
develops a variety of products (electronics, software, mechanical
equipment) for seeding and precision agriculture. In 2012, Monsanto
agreed to acquire Precision Planting for approximately $250 million
(about $210 million plus a $40 million earn-out). In 2015, Monsanto
subsequently agreed to divest the Precision Planting unit to Deere.
However, the U.S. Department of Justice brought legal action to block
the transaction over concerns that Deere would have too strong a
position in the high-speed precision planting market. As a result,
Monsanto eventually terminated the transaction with Deere.
Subsequently, in July 2017, AGCO agreed to acquire the Precision
Planting unit from Monsanto for reportedly about $198 million.
While high-tech acquisitions in the agricultural sector were rare prior to a few
years ago, there have been a handful of exceptions. One interesting example
of this was John Deere’s acquisition of Navcom back in 1999. Navcom used
GPS and satellites to deliver precise positioning data for various applications
including agriculture (as well as construction and other markets).
Many Other Relevant AgTech M&A Transactions
Chapter 3 of this report contains a more detailed list of relevant M&A deals.
This includes more than 80 transactions (typically where the target is an
AgTech hardware or software company) since the beginning of 2014.
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Chapter 2: AgTech Segment Overview
“With the introduction of agriculture, mankind entered upon a long period
of meanness, misery, and madness, from which they are only now being
freed by the beneficent operation of the machine.”
-

Bertrand Russell

Introduction
The previous section listed a number of emerging high-tech agricultural
solutions (e.g., imaging from drones and satellites, analytics, sensors, farm
management software, indoor/vertical farming, online markets, etc.). This
chapter provides a more in-depth overview of each of these technology
segments. Specifically, each section discusses one of these technologies
and also includes brief profiles of relevant private companies. The private
company overviews provide additional data about emerging technologies
and solutions. In total, more than 100 private AgTech companies are
highlighted. Although not a focus for this report, we included one section
highlighting biotechnology-related AgTech solutions.
We note that there is significant overlap among several of these segments.
For example, analytics, farm management, and sensors are each covered in
different sections, but many farm management solutions incorporate some
analytics and most sensor companies also provide software to analyze the
sensor data. As a result, several of the highlighted private companies could
have been placed in multiple sections, but we included each company in only
one section.
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Imaging: Drones, Satellites, and Planes
Imaging Can Quickly Identify Potential Issues
According to the USDA, the average farm size in the United States in 2016
was 442 acres (a little over two-thirds of a square mile), and there are many
farms with thousands of acres (several square miles). Manually monitoring
crops across this much land on a daily basis would be extremely difficult. As
a result, farms are increasingly relying on imaging from drones, planes, or
satellites to provide insights and analysis. These images can help detect a
variety of problems with crops, soil, fertilizer, insects/pests, and irrigation,
such that the issues can be quickly resolved.
Multispectral Images Provide Substantial Data
In addition to capturing conventional visible light images of farmland, many
imaging systems obtain non-visible images, such as near-infrared, which in
many cases can provide important data that cannot be obtained even with
an up-close visual inspection of crops. Capturing “multispectral images”
across the spectrum can be critical for finding issues and improving yields.
All objects (except black holes) reflect light, and the spectrum of reflected
light varies based on the composition of the object. By analyzing the
reflectance of crops across different wavelengths, vegetation indices can be
derived, which can be used to analyze many different aspects of crop growth
(general health, chlorophyll levels, water content, area, etc.).
One very commonly used index is the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) which provides a measurement of the photosynthetic activity
of plants. Plants with active photosynthesis generally absorb a lot of red
light and reflect near-infrared (NIR) light. If a plant is dying or having health
problems, it may reflect much more red light and
much less near-infrared light than would be the case
if it were healthy. By capturing images in both red
and near-infrared spectrums, and then taking the
ratio of these two bands the NDVI can be computed (the specific formula is
shown above), which can provide a measure of the health of vegetation. This
is often shown graphically (see image on next page). Farmers can then take
a variety of corrective actions to improve the crops that are not healthy.
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Another similar commonly used index is
called the Normalized Difference Red
Edge (NDRE) index. It uses the ratio of
near-infrared to “edge of red” images.
This provides additional data about
chlorophyll levels and can be used to
optimize harvest times. As one example,
when grapes reach maximum sugar content, their NDRE levels typically
change. NDRE can also change due to pest infestations and other issues.
Another index example is Green NDVI (GNDVI) which is similar to NDVI but
uses a portion of the green spectrum in lieu of red and can be effective for
assessing photosynthetic activities and intake of water and nitrogen.
There are dozens of other ratios and indices comparing various spectrums
of light and incorporating a variety of adjustment factors that are commonly
used to measure different aspects of agricultural health. The general idea is
that by comparing reflected light for different wavelengths, useable
information can be obtained for optimizing crop growth. By color coding and
overlaying these indices on an image of a field (as shown above), farmers
can quickly locate potential issues.
In addition to analyzing the vegetation itself, multispectral cameras can
analyze other farm-related objects and materials. For example, water tends
to absorb light in the near-infrared range and so this can be used to
determine if there is sufficient moisture. Soil and other materials can also be
analyzed using these techniques. In addition, imaging can be used for plant
counting, erosion analysis, and a variety of other applications.
Capturing Images
There are three general avenues for capturing images of farms:
• Satellites – Satellites can be very effective for capturing large image
areas. Of course, individual farms can’t afford to have their own
satellites, but there are companies that offer satellite imaging solutions
for farm owners. Advantages of using satellites include that they can
capture very large areas and on a per acre basis can be quite
inexpensive, especially at low resolution. However, the time between
satellite images may be several days and if there is bad weather the
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image quality may be poor. In addition, resolution may not be very
high, and there typically isn’t an option to customize the images (e.g.,
if a farmer wants to focus on a particular area). There are several
satellites that provide imaging (Landsat 8, RapidEye, GeoEye-1) for
various applications (including agriculture) and a variety of companies
that provide farmers with image processing and analytics.
• Drones – Drones had been viewed as a hot
market a few years ago with hundreds of
start-ups, but the commercial market for
drones did not materialize as anticipated and
the consumer segment was commoditized
by DJI, which aggressively reduced pricing.
However, one of the vertical markets where drones have gained
traction is farming. An advantage of drones is they can be precisely
controlled to provide customized images of specific areas that a farmer
wants to capture, and this can be done as often as needed. Drones
can also provide high resolution close-up images and drone prices
have sharply declined in recent years. However, drones aren’t as
efficient as satellites at capturing images of large areas, and they
require significant skill to operate. Operating a drone for agricultural
purposes requires a remote pilot license in the U.S., and there are lineof-sight requirements in which the drone has to be visible to the pilot,
which can be a limitation for larger farms.
There are a variety of agricultural service companies that offer to fly
drones for farmers and provide images, but costs can vary based on
the amount of time required to obtain the desired images. There are
also many companies that help enable farmers to fly their own drones
and then process/analyze the captured video to provide relevant data.
The type of drone used can significantly vary from conventional drones
with specialized cameras/sensors added to more advanced solutions
specifically optimized for agricultural applications. Some drone
examples are discussed later in this section.
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• Planes – Planes can capture images of farms while in-flight. It is not
economical to have a plane dedicated to capturing images for just one
specific farm. Therefore, some companies have developed
agreements with air operators to install cameras on planes that fly over
farm areas and capture images during normal flights. This reduces the
cost of plane-related image capture. Other companies have a
dedicated fleet of planes that fly over a large number of farms,
spreading the flight costs over many customers.
Drone Examples
There are a variety of different types of drones used for agricultural imaging.
Prices range from hundreds of dollars to tens of thousands of dollars. Two
broad categories include fixed wing drones (which are more expensive but
can cover significantly more ground in a given amount of time) and multirotor based drones (slower but less expensive). Some companies provide
sensor packages that can be used to upgrade conventional drones for
agricultural applications. Two examples of this are below and additional
private company examples are mentioned later in this section:
• DJI – DJI is based in China and has become the leading supplier of
drones. It sells many different drone models, but one of its offerings is
its “Smarter Farming Package” which includes its M100 multi-rotor
drone, as well as a visual sensor for plant counting and 3D drainage
mapping and a multispectral sensor for plant health monitoring. It
provides up to 35 minutes of flight time and uses DataMapper to collect
and analyze images. The listed price is $8,300.
• Parrot/senseFly – Parrot is another major supplier of a variety of
drones. In 2012, it acquired a majority stake in senseFly, which
provides fixed-wing drones for mapping farms, construction sites,
mines, and other industrial applications. Its eBee SQ drone is
specifically optimized for agricultural applications and can cover
hundreds of acres in a single flight. It incorporates Parrot’s Sequoia
camera (RGB plus multispectral images) and includes a variety of
interfaces and features specifically for agricultural applications.
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Cameras for Farm Imaging
Some camera types used for agricultural imaging include:
• RGB Cameras – For traditional visible light (RGB) image capture,
conventional cameras are often used (e.g., cameras from companies
such as Sony, Canon, GoPro, etc.).
• Multispectral Cameras – Calculating critical indices such as NDVI
requires capturing images at both visible and non-visible wavelengths.
This can be done by using multiple separate cameras (infrared
cameras, etc.), but there is growing interest in multispectral cameras
which capture images at a variety of wavelengths including select
visible and non-visible light bands. There are several companies that
sell multispectral cameras. For example, as previously noted, drone
company Parrot sells multispectral cameras that can be used with any
drone. Its Sequoia+ solution, for example, includes an RGB camera,
a multispectral sensor that faces the ground, and a sensor that
captures sunlight. It can measure four spectrum bands including green,
red, red edge, and near-infrared (key parameters for many of the
vegetation indices). It also integrates GPS, Wi-Fi, and USB.
• Hyperspectral Cameras – Whereas multispectral cameras capture a
few discrete bands of light (certain bands within a range, such as
green, red, and infrared, with large gaps in between), hyperspectral
cameras cover an entire spectrum (many bands, essentially capturing
most of the wavelengths within a certain range). Capturing the entire
spectrum provides a greater amount of data and can enable calculation
of some indices that might not be possible otherwise. This can
potentially help detect a greater number of issues and problems.
Hyperspectral cameras can also act as a spectrometer to identify the
composition of materials/food and can be used for food safety
applications.
However, hyperspectral cameras are generally
expensive and a much greater amount of analytics is required.
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There has also been some interest in using depth sensing cameras for
agricultural applications. These cameras can accurately determine the
distance to objects in the image. There are several approaches to this
including time of flight (ToF), in which the time it takes for light to reach an
object and return to the camera can be used to compute distance. Depth
sensing can be used for a variety of farm-related computations (e.g., more
accurately determining weed volume or crop volume). Some drones focus
on thermal imaging to determine the relative surface temperature of land and
objects, which can also have agricultural applications.
Imaging Software
It is one thing to capture images across a field, but sifting through the large
amount of data to obtain actionable information is more complex, and
generally requires software to analyze the images. These types of imaging
processing software solutions perform a variety of functions such as
computing indices (e.g., NDVI and others in graphical form), developing 3D
models and point clouds, and creating 2D orthomosaic maps (maps that
remove geometric distortion induced by sensors and terrain displacement).
There are some general-purpose solutions for transforming aerial images
into models and point clouds (e.g., Trimble’s Inpho solutions), but there are
also a variety of companies that offer solutions specifically optimized for
agricultural markets, including a few private companies that are discussed
later in the section.
Drones for Spraying and Other Applications; Autonomous Drones
This section previously highlighted the use of drones for imaging
applications. However, drones can be used for many other farming
applications, such as precision crop spraying as drones can apply chemicals
(herbicides, pesticides, etc.) very accurately. For example, the DJI Agras
MG-1 is an octocopter designed for precision application of liquid pesticides,
fertilizers, and herbicides. Drones are also used for other types of sensing,
beside imaging, as they can capture a variety of different types of data across
a farm. Given that drones require expertise to fly and can be time-consuming
to operate, there has been growing interest in autonomous drones that can
fly by themselves once configured for certain operations.
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Select Private Farm Imaging Related Companies
The following are some examples of private companies focused on imaging
solutions for farms.
• Agremo – Agremo (formerly AgriSens) provides an agricultural
sensing and analysis platform for drone operators and farmers. It
enables drone operators to help farmers monitor and manage their
crops. Its technology analyzes images and provides a broad range of
statistics including plant counting, plant health tools, stress detectors,
and other information that enables yield increases and greater profit.
Its solution can assess the state of crops throughout the season and
improve field management. It is based in Serbia.
• Agribotix – Agribotix provides software that analyzes drone imaging
for agricultural applications. Its FarmLens is a cloud-based data
analytics platform that can process drone data and provide useable
maps and information. The FarmLens analytic platform transforms
drone data into useable information that can be turned into reports or
integrated with most farm management systems. It supports a choice
of drones, including the Agrion (DJI Phantom drone with a near infrared
camera) and the eBee SQ (Parrot senseFly, with Parrot’s multispectral
Sequoia sensor). It has partnerships with Deere and Climate
Corporation. Agribotix indicates that it has customers in 45 countries
across 44 different types of crops. It is based in Boulder, Colorado.
• American Robotics – American Robotics has developed drones
optimized for agricultural applications. Its Scout is a multi-rotor fully
autonomous drone that (once configured via computer) can survey an
entire farm with the touch of a button (no piloting required). Scout can
capture images and provide daily field health reports. The solution also
includes a robotic storage housing that automatically opens and closes
for the drone and uploads data and charges the drone when not in use.
In February 2018, it raised a $2 million seed round. Brain Robotics
Capital is an investor. It is based in Marlborough, Massachusetts.
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• Ceres Imaging – Ceres Imaging provides aerial imaging solutions and
analytics for agriculture. Using low-to-the-ground planes, it captures
high-resolution aerial imagery at a broad range of wavelengths (from
RGB to far infrared) and uses image processing techniques to
generate highly accurate data about plants in the field. It then utilizes
biological and mathematical modeling to correlate data to the physical
state of individual plants, and recommend corrective actions, if needed.
Ceres has a data-as-a-service model and charges per acre of imagery.
It indicates its solutions can be used for revealing disease, weeds,
overuse or underuse of fertilizer, insufficient irrigation, and other
issues. In late 2017, it announced a $2.5 million Series A funding with
investor Romulus Capital. It is based in Oakland, California.
• Descartes Labs – Descartes Labs has developed a data refinery
platform for satellite imagery. It uses cloud-based supercomputers and
applies machine learning to sensor data, with its initial focus on
analyzing images from major NASA and ESA satellite constellations.
While its technology is applicable to many applications, agriculture is
one major focus area and it offers NDVI computations, as well as other
custom agricultural-related statistics. It also has an extensive amount
of historical satellite imaging data for analysis and offers a variety of
proprietary forecasting models based on satellite data, weather,
pricing, and other relevant data. In August 2017, it announced a $30
million funding round that included Cargill, March Capital. Crosslink
Capital, and Cultivian Sandbox. It is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
• FluroSat – FluroSat uses hyperspectral imaging to analyze crop fields
and identify potential issues. Hyperspectral images are captured using
drones or satellites and then analyzed based on the specific type of
crop to estimate crop performance and diagnose potential issues (e.g.,
nutrient deficit, water and heat stress, weeds, diseases). FluroSat’s
initial focus is decision support for cotton and grain growers. It
indicates that it has its roots at the University of Sydney. FluroSat
raised a seed round (about $800K) in late 2017. Investors include Main
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Sequence Ventures, Airtree Ventures, and Australia’s Cotton
Research and Development Corporation. It is based in Australia.
• Gamaya – Gamaya has developed a light-weight 40-band
hyperspectral camera and a machine learning software engine to
assist in optimizing farm production. By measuring reflected light off
of plants (including both visible light and infrared light), a significant
amount of data can be obtained about crop health and needs. Its
technology can also be used to detect weeds, planting gaps, and soil
erosion. It has developed complete solutions for sugarcane and
soybean production. It announced that its CaneFit solution is available
to sugarcane growers in Brazil and provides advanced analysis of
imagery from drones to detect planting gaps and improve yield.
Gamaya is a spin-off from EPFL. It is based in Lausanne, Switzerland.
• GeoVantage – GeoVantage provides digital aerial imagery for
precision agriculture and other applications. It offers multispectral
imagery to growers. In 2015, it announced six image bands (red, blue,
green, NIR, and two red edge bands) for even better analysis.
Farmers can use the imaging for monitoring crop health and variable
rate application. GeoVantage has several partners for flight operations
and has developed automated post-processing software to turn raw
imagery into geotagged maps and actionable information. It was
acquired by Deere in 2005 but was sold off a few years later to a team
that included its founders. It is based in North Andover, Massachusetts.
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• Pix4D – Pix4D creates maps and models from drone imagery. Its
Pix4Dmapper turns drone images into highly precise, georeferenced
2D maps and 3D models. It addresses several markets, but it offers
solutions that are specifically optimized for agricultural applications. Its
Pix4Dag solution is targeted at farming and converts multispectral
images into accurate reflectance and index maps (e.g., NDVI). It also
uses RGB images to generate high resolution orthomosaics. In
addition, Pix4D offers a drone flight planning mobile app (Pix4capture).
In March 2018, it announced Pix4Dfields, a platform that is specifically
focused on agriculture and includes a variety of tools that enable
instant high-resolution mapping in the field, crop scouting, index
mapping, and crop production analysis. It indicates that the Parrot
Sequoia+ multispectral camera can uniquely provide automatic
radiometric calibration (making data more consistent) when used with
Pix4D software to process data. Some implementation examples
include preventing soil erosion in the world’s largest pineapple
plantation in the Philippines for Dole and optimizing a carrot farm in the
Netherlands. It is based in Lausanne, Switzerland.
• PrecisionHawk – PrecisionHawk provides software, analytics,
sensors, and complete drone solutions. It addresses a few industries,
but agriculture is one of its major focuses. The company provides a
variety of advanced software including PrecisionMapper (drone-based
mapping and analytics), PrecisionViewer (PC viewer of drone flight
images), and PrecisionFlight (software for tracking and monitoring
drones). PrecisionMapper offers a variety of analytics (NVDI,
orthomosaics, other indices) and can be used with many different
drones. Its Lancaster 5 is a fixed-wing drone that can survey up to 300
acres per flight and incorporates a variety of sensors. PrecisionHawk
also supports the DJI Matrice multi-rotor drone and several xFold
drones. In addition, the company offers flight services and consulting.
In early 2018, it raised a $75 million Series D round. Investors include
Intel, Third Point, Comcast, Syngenta, DuPont, Verizon, Millennium,
Yamaha, USAA, and Docomo. It is based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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• Sentera – Sentera is a supplier of integrated remote sensing,
analytics, and IoT solutions to the agriculture industry. It offers a
variety of sensor solutions including high-precision NDVI and NDRE
sensors, quad sensors (NDVI, NDRE, and RGB), and Double 4K
sensors (which provides 4K video as well as red edge and NIR
sensing). Sentera provides complete upgrade kits for DJI drones. Its
FieldAgent software uses drone images to provide color, NDVI, and
NDRE maps. Its software can tile images together and provide other
analytics. It recently announced several new FieldAgent features
(weed maps, plant population mapping, automated analytics, etc.).
Sentera also offers the Omni multi-rotor drone and PHX fixed wing
drone. It is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• SimActive – SimActive provides photogrammetry software.
It
developed the first GPU-powered aerial triangulation and digital
surface model generation engine. Its Correlator3D is an end-to-end
photogrammetry solution that can provide rapid processing of images
from drones, planes, and satellites. It can generate a variety of digital
terrain, digital surface, and orthomosaic maps. It states that it has
thousands of customers, including Noveltis (for precision viticulture
and multispectral drone imagery). SimActive announced a free data
processing service in March, 2018. It is based in Montreal, Canada.
• SlantRange – SlantRange develops drone-based imaging sensors
and analytics platforms for agricultural users. Its 3PX solution is a
multispectral imaging sensor product that captures several different
portions of the spectrum and can compute many key parameters
(GNDVI, RNDVI, Red Edge NDVI, etc.). It includes an ambient sensor
to calibrate for sunlight and a Qualcomm SnapDragon processor that
enables complex processing at the source, which it indicates provides
a variety of advantages. The 3PX can be implemented on the DJI M200
drone. The company also provides SlantView Analytics for data
collection and a variety of analytical functions. In 2016, it raised a $5
million Series A round. Investors include The Investor Group and
Motus Ventures. It is based in San Diego, California.
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• TerrAvion – TerrAvion is an image delivery service with a focus on
providing aerial images to farmers that would prefer to pay for images
rather than buying and operating drones themselves. Its OverView
service delivers images overnight throughout the growing season for a
subscription fee. TerrAvion works with flight providers that agree to
install a sensor designed by TerrAvion on small planes. Its cameras
capture several bands including RGB, near infrared (for chlorophyll
levels) and longwave infrared (for thermal measurement), and it
provides images, NDVI images, and thermal maps. It has developed
software for users to view the data as well as an API that enables other
software solutions to utilize the data. In early 2017, it raised $10
million. Investors include Merus Ventures, Promus Ventures, Initialized
Capital, and 10X Group. It is based in San Leandro, California.
• UAV-IQ – UAV-IQ has developed mobile enterprise software that turns
drone-acquired precision agriculture data into actionable information.
Farmers can collect data from their own drones or use one of UAVIQ’s certified drone operators to collect imaging data. Its software then
delivers crop health imagery and analysis. It can provide NDVI and
other indices, as well as elevation maps, hydrology charts (predict
water pooling), and zone maps. Its WineFlight solution addresses
vineyards and can identify potential issues, optimize water usage, and
evaluate a vineyard’s health. Its OODA Farm solution can be used for
a variety of different crops. SVG Partners in an investor. The company
is based in Los Angeles, California.
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Precision Farming, Robotics, and Autonomous Vehicles
Advanced Technologies in Tractors/Combines
Farming vehicles now incorporate a variety of advanced sensors and
technologies that can greatly improve efficiency. Many of the latest farming
vehicles look more like futuristic “command and control centers” inside the
cab with a variety of displays and complex technologies.
For example, John Deere offers a number of advanced tractor features such
as Machine Sync (enables a tractor to directly communicate with combines
and other farming vehicles to improve efficiency) and AutoTrac Vision
(vision/camera system to detect early-season corn, soybean, and cotton in
order to improve spraying and reduce crop damage). Deere’s newest
combines incorporate several cameras (ActiveVision) as well as its
“Combine Advisor” solution which integrates multiple technologies to help
operators set, optimize, and automate the combines for the most effective
harvesting performance. The Deere combines also include technologies for
calibrating sensors and a state-of-the-art “CommandCenter.”
Precision AgTech Technologies
A key part of many advanced agriculture vehicles (whether autonomous or
not) is the technology related to tracking the exact location of the vehicle and
using that information to improve operations. While GPS/GNSS technology
is pervasive, there are a number of companies that provide precision
tracking/monitoring solutions specifically for agricultural applications. For
example, Trimble offers a broad range of tractor guidance systems, in-cab
displays, steering systems (including automated steering), receivers, radios,
and related products. Similarly, Topcon Positioning Systems provides a
variety of GNSS-based tracking/guidance systems and in-cab displays
specifically optimized for agricultural vehicles. This includes various types of
steering, seeding, and agricultural machine control products. There are a
variety of other public companies (e.g., Hexagon, Raven Industries, etc.) that
provide guidance systems, steering solutions, field computers/displays, and
related products for agriculture. In addition, several of the major vehicle
companies (e.g., Deere) have internally-developed solutions. These types
of technologies are important for many types of precision agriculture.
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Precision Application Can Enhance Yields, Reduce Costs
Through the use of robotics, sensors, data analysis tools, position tracking,
and advanced vehicle/equipment technologies, farm yields can be greatly
increased and costs can be significantly reduced. For example:
• Precision Fertilizer Application – Rather than applying the same
amount of fertilizer to all crops, fertilizer can be applied intelligently,
with more applied to certain fields (e.g., those with significant runoff or
with unhealthy crops) and less applied to others. This results in less
fertilizer used (reducing costs) and also enhances yields by providing
additional fertilizer to those specific areas that need it.
• Precision Seeding – Using sensors, advanced control systems, and
robotics, seeding can be done more accurately than in the past, with
very precise spacing and depth. In addition, variable rate seeding can
more easily be implemented. That is, a greater number of seeds can
be used in productive fields and fewer used in other fields (e.g., those
that have less access to water or poor soil quality). There is also
growing interest in multi-variety planting in which two or more varieties
of seeds are used in different areas of a farm. As one example, some
corn varieties grow well in drier conditions while others require a high
level of moisture. As certain areas within a farm tend to be wetter or
drier than others, yields can be improved by planting the crop seed
variety that is best suited for each location on a farm.
• Precision Irrigation – Water is critical in farming and historically many
farms provided a fixed amount of water to all fields, resulting in
overwatering of some crops and underwatering of others. By
assessing moisture levels and crop health in each field and adjusting
irrigation systems to provide the right amount of water in each area,
yields can be improved and water expenses can be greatly reduced.
• Precision Spraying – Using sensors and robotics, crops can be more
precisely sprayed (with insecticides, herbicides, etc.) than in the past.
This reduces chemical waste and increases crop yields.
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Advanced Robotics for Spraying, Weeding, and Harvesting
Robotics is already commonly used in many farm operations. Many dairies
use robotic milking machines, and seed planting is now commonly done by
precision robotic machinery that is often better than humans. However,
there are many farm operations that are still typically performed manually,
such as pulling weeds from the ground and harvesting crops. To improve
farm efficiency, there have been a number of robotic solutions developed to
address these activities. This typically requires many advanced
technologies. For example, robotic harvesting solutions often use vision
processing and analytics to inspect each crop to determine if it should be
picked, and then a number of technologies to remove it from the ground.
An example of a farming robotics system is Blue River’s “See and Spray”
technology which uses machine vision and machine learning to identify
weeds and directly spray them, rather than blanket spraying of crops. This
can more efficiently target weeds without wasting weed killer and
contaminating crops. Blue River also developed robotics for identifying and
picking lettuce. The company was acquired by John Deere in 2017.
There are a variety of additional examples. According to an article in
AgFunder, market research firm Alpha Brown projects that early adopters of
robotics for harvesting represent a $5.5 billion market, despite only 3% of
growers using harvesting robots. The article also indicates that 27% of a
surveyed 1,300 growers are considering purchasing a harvesting robotics
machine. Some forecasts indicate that robotic harvesting will eventually
become pervasive across farms, resulting in a huge robotics market.
Strong Interest in Autonomous Farming Vehicles
There is very strong interest in autonomous farm vehicles that can
automatically perform tasks such as seeding and crop harvesting.
Autonomous vehicles have gained a lot of attention in mainstream
technology news as most of the major car OEMs have introduced semiautonomous features and several are predicting fully autonomous vehicles
will be available within the next few years. Many modern farming vehicles
already provide several “semi-autonomous” technologies (such as
automated steering) that can assist drivers and that also pave the way for
fully autonomous solutions.
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In some respects, autonomous driving on a farm is easier than driving on city
streets where there are a large number of other vehicles and pedestrians.
As there is less chance of causing a fatality on a farm, liability concerns are
reduced (although it is certainly still a major issue). However, in other
respects farms can be more challenging in that they are inherently dirty with
lots of debris/soil, and sensors can easily get covered or damaged. In
addition, there aren’t paved roads or painted lane markings in a field. As a
result, autonomous farm vehicles have a variety of their own challenges.
In many cases, automated farming vehicles are actually much better at
certain tasks than humans. For example, human drivers typically rework a
significant portion of crop rows as they “overlap” when driving back and forth.
Automated vehicle technologies can avoid this by reducing overlap to only
an inch or so, resulting in fewer passes to cover the crops. Automated
vehicles are generally also better at more accurately seeding.
Another critical advantage is that by using GPS and night vision
technologies, autonomous farm vehicles could operate at night, when
traditional farm working stops, extending the work day. This has the potential
to dramatically alter farming economics by nearly doubling the work day
while significantly reducing labor expenses. Automated tractors can also be
used for sensing, image capture, and wireless collection of data.
An additional benefit of autonomous farm vehicles is they can be more
compact as the space and features for the driver could be eliminated. Most
of the initial autonomous farm concept vehicles are based on traditional
tractors with some modifications, but eventually the entire vehicle could be
redesigned and made much smaller. A general issue with farm vehicles is
that they are large and heavy and can cause damage as they drive through
fields, so making these vehicles smaller provides additional advantages.
The core technologies required for autonomous vehicles (vision processing,
LiDAR, radar, image sensors, AI software), as well as the major players in
the general automotive and sensor markets, are described in more detail in
our previous report on Emerging Automotive Technologies and are not
repeated in this report. One interesting note is that to increase its expertise
in autonomous vehicles, Toyota hired the entire team from Jaybridge
Robotics in 2016, and Jaybridge was actually originally focused on
autonomous vehicles for farming (and mining).
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Concept Autonomous Farm Vehicles
While many automated technology features (e.g., automated steering) have
already been incorporated into commercial farming vehicles and equipment,
fully autonomous vehicles are generally not yet commercially available. For
example, although Deere integrates many automated features into its major
agricultural vehicles, it still requires a driver in the cab. However, a number
of fully autonomous concept farming products have been introduced with
expectations that they will eventually become commonplace across farms.
For example, in August 2016, both New Holland and Case IH (both part of
CNH) each introduced “concept” autonomous tractors. The New Holland
“NHDrive” autonomous tractor is based on its T8 tractor line but incorporates
a variety of additional technologies including four cameras (two in the front
and two in the back) as well as LiDAR and Radar to detect obstacles. The
tractor can operate with a driver or autonomously (in which case a remote
operator is required to monitor the vehicle). A
single operator could potentially control many
tractors simultaneously (reducing labor costs)
and the tractors can automatically plot the most
efficient paths to accomplish a task. Operators
monitor the tractor through tablets/PCs
connected via Wi-Fi. If an obstacle is sensed,
the tractor stops and alerts the operator, which
can determine how the tractor should proceed. New Holland indicated that
the NHDrive could be used for operations such as planting and mowing. The
Case IH concept autonomous tractor is also based on an existing tractor
(Magnum) and includes many of the same sensors (cameras, LiDAR, and
Radar), but is completely cabless (no driver seat). Many of the autonomous
technologies used in both tractors were developed by ASI, as discussed in
the private company section.
Several farms and vineyards have pilot programs testing various
autonomous vehicles. While additional research and development will be
needed for widescale commercialization of fully autonomous farming
vehicles, once they are able to operate independently (or nearly
independently), they could have an enormous impact on farming, enabling
24/7 operation while significantly reducing labor costs.
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Broad Range of Farm Vehicle and Equipment Companies
There are many companies that provide farming vehicles and machinery. In
addition to the largest players such as Deere, CNH, and AGCO (which were
previously highlighted in chapter 1), there are dozens of others. Examples
include: Claas Group (balers, harvesters, tractors), Jain Irrigation (irrigation
systems), Kinze (planters, grain carts, tillage), Lindsay Corporation (irrigation
systems), LS (tractors), Kubota (tractors and mowers), and SAME (tractors).
Select Farming Robotics and Autonomous Private Companies
Some examples of private companies addressing the farming robotics and/or
autonomous vehicle markets include:
• Abundant Robotics – Abundant Robotics is developing robotic
solutions for picking apples. Its solutions use self-driving vehicles that
can operate even at night and utilize vacuum technology to pick (rather
than claws that can damage fruit). It has not yet, however, introduced
its product commercially. In May 2017, TechCrunch reported that it
raised $10 million from investors that include GV (Google Ventures),
BayWa AG, Tellus Partners, Yamaha Motor Company, KPCB Edge,
and Comet Labs. It is based in Hayward, California.
• Ag Leader – Ag Leader provides a variety of hardware and software
products for agricultural applications. Its InCommand products are incab displays for farm vehicles that enable efficient precision machine
control and data monitoring. SteerCommand provides autosteering
control with sub-inch accuracy, and Ag Leader also offers assisted
steering devices and GPS receivers. SeedControl enables highly
accurate control of seed planters. DirectCommand provides reliable
control of spraying or spreading of materials on or around crops. The
company also offers a cloud-based data management platform
(AgFiniti) for managing farm data. Ag Leader provides several other
types of agricultural related solutions (e.g., water management, yield
management, etc.). The company was founded more than 25 years
ago. It is based in Ames, Iowa.
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• ASI – Autonomous Solutions Inc. (ASI) develops robotics and
autonomous technologies for a variety of industries (mining, military,
construction, etc.), but one of its key target markets is agriculture. In
August 2016, it announced that it was CNH’s technology provider
responsible for developing autonomous vehicle technology for the
concept autonomous New Holland T8 and cabless Case IH Magnum
tractors that received significant attention across the industry
(previously mentioned). ASI leverages several core technologies
including its Vantage sensor fusion obstacle detection technology and
its Mobius command and control software. It also provides automation
for spray coverage for orchards and vineyards. In March 2018, it
announced a partnership with New Holland and E&J Gallo to operate
autonomous tractors in E&J Gallo’s vineyards. It also announced a
similar partnership with Case IH and Campbell Soup’s Bolthouse
Farms. ASI indicates that these pilot programs will help enhance and
optimize its autonomous technologies. Other customers include Ford,
Rio Tinto, and General Dynamics. The company was founded in 2000
and is based in Logan, Utah.
• Earth Rover – Earth Rover is a precision farming company focused on
autonomous farm vehicles. It is developing autonomous farming
robots based on the technology used for the ExoMars Rover (created
by the European Space Agency for traversing and capturing data from
Mars). It has a partnership with Harper Adams University and the RAL
Space Autonomous Systems Group. Investors include the European
Space Agency (Business Incubation Centre) and Post Urban Ventures.
It is based in Oxfordshire, United Kingdom.
• EcoRobotix – EcoRobotix has developed an autonomous weeding
robot. It uses solar panels, vision processing, AI software,
GPS/navigation systems, and sprayer arms.
It indicates that by
applying herbicide where it is needed, the amount used can be
reduced by up to 95% and it is possible to focus the spraying on weeds
and avoid the crop itself. This provides better yields and reduces the
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amount of herbicide sprayed on crops (as well as the amount
consumed by humans). The robot is 100% autonomous and can be
controlled with a smartphone. The company raised 3 million Swiss
Francs in late 2017. It is based in Switzerland.
• FarmWise – FarmWise is developing autonomous technologies for
farms. Its initial development is for an autonomous vegetable weeder
that helps reduce or eliminate the need for herbicides and generates
better yields. The company indicates that its solution can operate 24/7,
and that it combines computer vision, robotics, and mechanical
technologies. In December 2017, it reportedly raised a $5.7 million
seed round with investors that included Playground Global, Felicis
Ventures, Basis Set Ventures, and Oak Investments. The company is
based in San Francisco, California.
• Harvest Automation – Harvest develops mobile robots with a focus
on agricultural and industrial applications. It uses an approach called
behavior-based robotics, which it indicates enables its adaptive robots
to work even in challenging environments. It designs its robots to work
in conjunction with humans such that each does the tasks best suited
for them. Its initial HV-100 robot is optimized for operations in
greenhouses and nursery environments. The HV-100 doesn’t require
programming. In 2016, Harvest sold its warehouse robotics unit to
focus on agriculture robotics. It is based in Billerica, Massachusetts.
• Naio Technologies – Naio develops autonomous robotic solutions for
agriculture. Its products include Oz (weeding robot which can work
autonomously or can be controlled remotely), Bob (weeding for wine
growers), Dino (weeding for vegetable beds), and Ted (weeding and
hoeing in vineyards). It raised a 3-million-euro seed round in late 2015,
and another 2-million-euro round in late 2017. Investors include
CapAgro, Emertec, and WiSeed. It is based near Toulouse, France.
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• Smart Ag – Smart Ag has developed a variety of technologies and
products to improve and automate farming equipment. Its SmartHP
(Smart Horse Power) is a cloud-based plug-in automation system that
can convert a tractor into an autonomous tractor (initially for the John
Deere R Series tractors, but it is expanding to include other tractors).
SmartHP includes navigation, obstacle detection, machine learning,
radar, cameras, and wireless connectivity. AutoCart is a software
system to monitor and control an autonomous grain cart. SmartNX
(Smart Nexus) is a tool that collects data (speed, location yield,
moisture, etc.) from a machine’s sensors or CAN bus and is expected
to be available later this year. It is based in Ames, Iowa.
• Soft Robotics – Soft Robotics develops robotic grippers. Although
the grippers can be used for a variety of applications, agriculture is a
focus sector since one of the major issues with many agricultural
robots is how to harvest the crops without damaging them. It provides
grippers (air actuated soft elastomeric end effectors) and a control unit.
The grippers attach to conventional industrial robotics arms from
companies such as ABB. It is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
• Tortuga AgTech – Tortuga is focused on developing agricultural
robotics solutions. It indicates that it is using a combination of robotics,
computer vision, automation, and machine learning to automate
activities such as picking crops, packing, and trimming. Its initial focus
is robotics for picking crops in indoor farms (greenhouses or indoor
hydroponics farms). While it expects to address a variety of crops,
strawberry harvesting is its first target. It announced a $2.4 million
seed round in late 2017. Investors include SVG Partners, Root
Ventures, Susa Ventures, Haystack, AME Cloud Ventures, Grit Labs,
and Stanford’s StartX Fund. It is based in Denver, Colorado.
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Data and Software Analytics
Intro to AgTech Data and Software Analytics
Analytics are increasingly utilized across
virtually every industry. By analyzing
massive amounts of data, new insights
can be obtained and operations can be
improved. Until recently, farms were
generally run based on “rules of thumb,”
each farmer’s past experiences, and
generic data sources (e.g., the Farmers’
Almanac, regional TV weather reports, etc.). However, given the enormous
amount of data related to farm operations, there is the potential to
significantly enhance various aspects of a farm based on complex analysis.
Some examples of analysis that can be used on farms include:
• Crop Growth Optimization – There are a large number of variables
that affect how well crops grow. By analyzing various types of data
(soil, moisture, weather, seeds, fertilizer treatments, irrigation, images,
etc.) it is possible to extract actionable information on how to improve
crop yields and increase profits. There are a growing number of
software solutions to assist farmers in analyzing data in order to
improve growing and reduce related expenses.
• Animal Tracking and Optimization – As with crops, there are a
variety of tools to track and analyze animal health and behavior to help
ensure that the animals remain healthy and in optimal condition.
• Intelligent Irrigation – Water is one of the most critical elements of
agriculture. According to the USDA, agriculture is the largest user of
ground and surface water in the United States, accounting for nearly
80 percent of consumptive water use. While there are some farms that
rely solely on general rainfall, most use complex irrigation systems.
For many farms, water represents a substantial expense, but
historically farms didn’t necessarily intelligently manage their water
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systems.
That is, crops were uniformly watered at some predetermined level, often resulting in overwatering for some crops and
underwatering for others. By monitoring crops and soil, it is possible
to both utilize much less water (reducing expenses) while also
providing the right amount to each crop, improving yields and output.
• Buying/Selling – There are a number of software solutions and data
services to help farmers make decisions such as: when and at what
price to buy supplies, which seeds produce the best crops, when to
harvest crops, and when and at what price to sell their goods. This
often involves a combination of market data and analytics.
• Weather – As weather plays a critical part in crop farming, there are
services that provide data and analytics around weather.
Issues Around Data Ownership
In a previous report on Emerging Automotive Technologies, we noted that
some believe that eventually the data generated from a “connected car”
could potentially be worth more than a car itself. As a result, there are a
variety of issues related to who owns the data (car OEM, car owner, subsystem supplier, cloud providers, etc.). Many of these same issues apply to
precision farming. As farms generate a growing amount of data for analytics,
there are questions over who owns the data. For example, if a farmer
captures data using a particular sensor on a tractor and then analyzes it
using a software analytics platform, can the sensor company or the tractor
OEM or the analytics software company use the data for other purposes?
One relatively recent (2014) initiative to address this is the American Farm
Bureau Federation’s certification program called Ag Data Transparent
(ADT). To meet the certification, agriculture technology providers have to
adhere to certain principles including notifying farmers that data from their
farm is being collected, how it is used, and for what purposes. In addition,
farmers must be given options to opt in or out of services and be provided
with options to port their data. John Deere announced it received this
certification in February 2018. Deere was the first top-tier AgTech company
to achieve this, although a handful of smaller companies already had,
including a few listed in this report (e.g., AgDNA, Conservis, Farmobile, etc.).
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Select AgTech Software Analytics Companies
The following are a few examples of private AgTech data and software
analytics companies (there is a separate section on farm management
software later in the chapter):
• AgData – AgData enables agriculture and animal health industry
participants to collect and analyze complex sales data and manage
marketing strategies. It collects and manages data from a wide variety
of sources and then delivers insights and intelligence for businesses.
In 2017, it launched GrowStat, a sales and marketing analytics
platform that enables agricultural retailers and distributors to improve
sales efficiency and reduce churn. Its services include designing
marketing programs, CRMs, and customized analytics. In 2015, it
acquired the agricultural division of PRG Brazil (solutions for customer
management and sales and marketing strategies). In 2016, it acquired
Focus Technology Group (solutions allowing customers in the animal
health industry to analyze data and make intelligent business
decisions). It indicates it has a 99% customer retention rate and about
250 employees. It was founded in 1985 and was acquired by Vista
Equity Partners in 2014. It is based in Charlotte, North Carolina.
• Aibono – Aibono develops real-time analytics and AI software to help
optimize farm economics. It indicates that its Real-time Precision
Agriculture Solutions increase yields by 2x by monitoring over 50 farm
variables, and its Predictive Supply Engine controls the plantingmaterial and just-in-time harvests to precisely match supply and
demand, to greatly increase farm income. The company is based in
Bangalore, India.
• Cainthus – Cainthus uses predictive imaging analysis to monitor the
health of both crops and livestock. For livestock, one of its most
interesting solutions is facial/hide recognition technology that can
identify individual animals and determine feeding and general activity
levels, and detect potential problems (if an animal isn’t eating or
drinking or moving around as it should). This information can then be
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used to improve animal health and productivity on an individual animal
basis, which is difficult in large farms with hundreds or thousands of
animals. It recently received a lot of publicity around its cow facial
recognition technology, and indicated it is working on recognition for
other animals. For crops, its machine vision technology can analyze
images to determine growth rates, health, ripeness, and potential
issues. In early 2018, it was reported that Cargill made a minority
investment in Cainthus. The company is based in Dublin, Ireland, with
offices in Ottawa, Canada, and San Francisco, California.
• CIBO – CIBO Technologies develops software and simulation
solutions, with a major focus on agriculture. Its Continuum DB is a
distributed database for spatio-temporal modeling that enables
agronomically-relevant analyses. It has software solutions for crop
modeling (BarnCat), environmental simulation (WhetherRain),
planetary simulation (TerraFarm), and insights (Emergence). These
solutions can quantify in-field variability, track crop stress, simulate
weather impacts, derive field characteristics, and provide opportunities
for improving production. CIBO was co-founded by the VentureLabs
unit of Flagship Pioneering. It is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
• DTN – DTN provides real-time business intelligence and one of its
major target markets is agriculture. Its myDTN provides a variety of
data and analysis for agriculture including weather forecasts, local
grain spot pricing, spraying recommendations, and other data. Its
solutions include DTN Nitrogen (tool that helps model and optimize
nitrogen levels), AgWeather Station (data and weather alerts), and
ProphetX Livestock (provides and tracks prices and costs to optimize
profitability for cattle feeders). Its Grain Portal enables trading of grain
products and its publishes “The Progressive Farmer” magazine. DTN
recently acquired Spensa (automated insect monitoring and pest
trapping devices for farms, and software for scouting and analysis of
fields). It also recently acquired Energy Management Institute
(professional services related to energy). In April 2017, TBG (a Swissbased family office private holding company) agreed to acquire DTN
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from Schneider Electric for $900 million (Schneider obtained DTN
through its acquisition of Telvent in 2011; Telvent acquired DTN in
2009). DTN is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• Farmers Business Network – Farmers Business Network (FBN)
provides a broad range of independent and unbiased information and
analytics for farmers so they can make better decisions. It offers a
variety of data such as pricing information (e.g., what other farmers are
paying for various inputs) and seed analytics (which provide the best
yields). It also negotiates pricing with various suppliers (vendors of
herbicides, pesticides, etc.) as it can provide greater purchasing power
across many farmers. In addition, FBN provides marketing and pricing
information for selling crops and can connect farmers with buyers
through their network. It also offers financing solutions to farmers.
Members pay an annual subscription fee and then share data with
other members. The company indicates that its members represent
over 5,000 farms managing about 16 million acres of farmland. It
recently acquired Yorkton Distributors (a Canadian distributor of crop
protection products, seeds, and other farm products). In November
2017, it announced a $110 million Series D capital raise. Investors
include GV (Google Ventures), Kleiner Perkins, T. Rowe Price,
Temasek, and Campbell Soup’s Acre Fund. It is based in San Carlos,
California with an office in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
• OnFarm – OnFarm has developed software that integrates farm data
from a variety of different sources (sensors, controllers, monitors, and
other systems) into a single easy-to-use platform, which can display
and analyze the data. It can support a broad range of data (soil
moisture, irrigation equipment data, weather stations, crop records,
manual field readings) across multiple locations. It provides an
integrated dashboard, such that all relevant data can be viewed, and a
variety of analytics and decision support tools to improve operations.
OnFarm indicates that its tools can reduce water usage and
significantly increase net profits. It is based in Fresno, California.
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• Prospera Technologies – Prospera uses data analytics, computer
vision, and artificial intelligence to help farmers achieve better yields,
healthier crops, and higher profits. Prospera’s crop sensors combine
computer vision, a micro weather station, and soil probes. Prospera
then processes millions of data points to create an integrated view of
farm production. It uses convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to
analyze data to identify pests and diseases. Using deep learning
techniques, it can solve multi-dimensional planning and assignment
optimization problems. It indicates that it can predict yields with 95%
accuracy. In July 2017, Prospera announced a $15 million Series B
funding round with investors that include Qualcomm, Cisco, ICV, and
Bessemer. It is based in Israel.
• Resson – Resson’s predictive analytics software provides growers
with actionable insights. Unlike many imaging alternatives, the Resson
solution enables highly granular images to isolate specific issues even
down to the individual plant level. It enables users to scout every part
of a field to detect, classify, and geo-locate specific anomalies, pests,
and diseases. Its RAMAS (Resson Agricultural Management and
Analytics System) solution is an integrated crop assessment system
which can identify, classify, and localize crop production anomalies,
and utilizes machine learning algorithms. In 2016, it announced an
$11 million capital raise. Investors include Monsanto, McCain Foods,
Build Ventures, Rho Canada, New Brunswick Innovation, BDC Capital,
and East Valley Ventures. It is based in New Brunswick, Canada.
• Swiim – Swiim provides software (Planner, Manager) for intelligent
irrigation and water management. It includes a comprehensive
management tool that verifies water use against a specified baseline,
along with projected crop production output. It helps manage, monitor,
and report upon all sources of agricultural water (fresh, reclaimed,
groundwater). Swiim also provides comprehensive water balance
reports to optimize water use. In September 2017, it announced a $4.5
million Series B capital raise that included Costa Asset Management.
The company is based in Denver, Colorado.
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• WDT – Weather Decision Technologies (WDT) provides organizations
with weather decision support, including hazardous weather detection
and prediction, forecast modeling, decision analytics, mobile apps, and
interactive mapping. In addition to analytics, it employs a team of
experts that provide decision support. It indicates that it has over
300TB of archived weather data with 700GB of new data added daily.
While it addresses several industries, agriculture has been one of its
focus areas, and it provides a variety of weather-related solutions for
agricultural applications. In addition to traditional weather data, WDT
provides other related information such as evapotranspiration (ET),
which is often used for irrigation recommendations. It also offers a
basic weather radar solution (RadarScope) as an app for smartphones.
It is based in Norman, Oklahoma.
• Weather Analytics – Weather Analytics provides a variety of data and
analytics related to weather and one of its major focus areas is
agriculture. It supplies yield projections, predictions about major
events (defrost, pollination, harvest times), and crop price forecasts.
Its solutions include Atlas (global weather database) and Beacon (rulebased weather notifications). Its customers include farms and
insurance companies. The company raised $17 million in a Series B
fundraising in early 2017. Investors include insurers Tokio Marine
HCC and W. R. Berkley Corporation. It is based in Washington, D.C.
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Farm Management Software
Intro to Farm Management Software
The previous section discussed analytical software for farming. However,
there is a separate category of software solutions for optimizing the
management and operations of a farm. In some cases, there is overlap, but
this section focuses on software used primarily for farm management.
Farm management is a broad category but includes activities such as record
keeping, inventory tracking, crop planning, equipment/asset management,
employee management, crop pricing, yield tracking, and bookkeeping. It can
also include decision making tools to help optimize operations. A general
trend has been for integration of a growing number of software functions, as
many of these activities are interrelated. There are a broad range of farm
management software solutions. Grand View Research projects the farm
management software market will exceed $4.2 billion by 2025.
As noted in the first chapter, one of the major deals in this sector was
DuPont’s acquisition of Granular. Granular’s FMS (Farm Management
System) software included support for many farm operations including crop
planning, team management, profit analysis, revenue forecasting, input
usage, inventory management, yield reporting, and record keeping.
Another farm management software example is Trimble’s Ag Software. This
solution provides many features such as the ability to compare crop inputs
from year to year, track grain storage, record crop scouting data, track
expenditures by acre, monitor equipment location and usage, create zones
to manage farms, support soil sampling capabilities, and provide other
record keeping and analysis. It also supports connectivity to farm vehicles.
Some additional examples are described in the next subsection on private
farm management software companies.
Select Private Farm Management Software Companies
The following are some examples of private companies that provide farm
management software solutions.
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• AgDNA – AgDNA provides an intelligent precision farming software
platform that can run on iOS or Android devices. Its solutions provide
field mapping, harvest and activity tracking, scouting observations,
inventory management, financial reporting, insights, and a variety of
other functions. Its Pixel Profit solution can calculate profit and loss
zones on every acre of a farm and graphically display this data for
ease-of-use. It offers several subscription models (including a free
entry-level). It is based in San Francisco, California and Australia.
• Conservis – Conservis provides farm management and analytical
software tools. This includes software for planning, budgeting,
purchasing, inventory management, productivity improvement,
harvesting, load tracking, and settlements. Conservis has solutions for
both row crops and permanent crops. In 2017, it launched Machine
Data Integration, capturing yield data directly from the John Deere
Operations Center. It also announced a partnership with The Climate
Corporation (Monsanto), enabling farmers to connect their Climate
FieldView account to the Conservis platform. Investors include
Cultivian Sandbox, Heartland Farms, and Middleland Capital. It had a
$10 million venture round in 2014 and reportedly raised $10 million of
debt in 2015. It is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• EFC Systems – EFC provides a variety of software solutions for the
entire agribusiness supply chain. Its FieldAlytics platform includes
Precision Agronomy (improve operational efficiencies, work order
management, asset management), Records (action items and
reports), and Fertility and Data Analysis (soil fertility analysis, imagery
and spatial analysis, yield analysis). Its Vanguard Ag software
provides warehouse and distribution solutions that are specifically
tailored to wholesalers. Its AgSolver solution includes “Profit Zone
Manager” which provides scenario-based analysis to optimize
profitability on a per-acre basis (it acquired the AgSolver assets in
October 2017). In mid-2017, it announced an investment by Land
O’Lakes. It is based in Brentwood, Tennessee.
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• Farmers Edge – Farmers Edge offers a variety of software platforms
to help optimize farming. FarmCommand is its all-in-one farm
management software that integrates a variety of tools (map manager,
weather manager, equipment manager, job manager, etc.) and
decision support algorithms. It also offers a variety of “Smart” offerings
that include CanPlugs (to monitor vehicles), on-farm weather stations,
agronomic support, soil sampling, profit maps, and other advanced
features. Its Smart Insight offering includes digital tools that enhance
agronomic decisions through field-centric data capture and predictive
modeling. It also provides daily high-resolution satellite images of
fields. In 2015, it acquired GranDuke Geomatics (geospatial solutions
for precision agriculture including fertilizer and yield maps). In
February 2018, it announced a partnership with Titan Machinery to
enhance farming equipment and in-field analytics. In 2016, it had a
$58 million CAD capital raise that included Mitsui, Kleiner Perkins,
Osmington, and others. In December 2016, it announced additional
capital from Fairfax Financial, which reportedly also bought out Kleiner
Perkins. It recently announced additional funding from Canada’s
Innovative Superclusters Initiative. It is based in Winnipeg, Canada.
• FarmLogs – FarmLogs develops software solutions for crop
production and marketing. Its solutions include Planner (a year-round
planning and scheduling tool for crop rotations, input purchases, input
costs, and profit monitoring), Activity Recording (logs a variety of data),
satellite imagery (uses satellite images from Planet to provide a variety
of maps and data), and many other reporting tools. More recently,
however, it has shifted its focus towards providing marketing software
and related applications to assist farmers in determining when to sell,
and at what price, to optimize profits. It indicates that about a third of
U.S. farms use its solutions. In 2017, it reportedly raised a $22 million
Series C round. Investors include Naspers Ventures, Drive Capital,
Huron River Ventures, Hyde Park Venture Partners, SV Angel, and Y
Combinator president Sam Altman. It is based in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Sensors
Intro to AgTech Sensors
Analytics software is only as good as the input data it receives. Many of the
key decisions related to farming require sensors to measure key parameters.
This section discusses sensor technologies and portable diagnostics
equipment used for farms.

The “Internet of Tomatoes”
One of our favorite agricultural-related projects (mainly because of the name)
is the so-called “Internet of Tomatoes.” While tomatoes are commonly
grown in New England, they are typically used in tomato-based products
(ketchup or tomato paste) rather than sold as stand-alone tomatoes, as they
are generally viewed as not as tasty as tomatoes grown in other regions.
However, it hadn’t been clear why this was the case. Using MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems) sensors and other components,
semiconductor company Analog Devices worked with a variety of farms in
New England to measure temperature and “growing-degree days” (a heat
index used to predict when a crop will reach maturity). The project was
referred to as the “Internet of Tomatoes.” The main point is that sensor
technologies can be used to monitor a broad range of agricultural products
and provide substantial data that can be used to help optimize crops.
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Many Types of AgTech Sensors
There are a broad range of sensors that can be used across farms to gather
data and enhance operations. Sensors can be installed in fields, on animals,
on agricultural vehicles, on drones, and in a variety of other locations. In
some cases, farmers use conventional sensors that are utilized in a variety
of other markets, while in other cases vendors have developed specialized
sensor products specifically optimized for agricultural applications.
MEMS Sensors
One general trend in the sensor industry has been the growing use of MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems) in which semiconductor manufacturing
processes are used to create tiny mechanical devices. MEMS sensors often
have advantages over conventional sensors (smaller size, less power
consumption, highly reliable, ability to integrate other electronics) and are
increasingly used in many types of sensor markets, including agriculture.
Wireless Technologies
An important part of sensor systems is wireless technologies. To fully
capitalize on sensor measurements, the data must be transmitted to some
type of computer system (whether on-premises or in the cloud) for tracking
and analysis. Given the size of farms, wireline networking to these sensors
is usually impractical. As a result, wireless communication is typically used.
This could include cellular technologies, Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth. In many cases,
the sensors are battery powered and so power consumption is very
important. Many types of sensors need to transmit only relatively modest
amounts of data but over long distances. Wireless technologies such as WiFi and Bluetooth were developed for transmitting large amounts of data over
relatively short distances, and consume a lot of power, so they are often not
ideal for sensor networks. There has, therefore, been growing interest in
emerging LPWAN (low power wide area network) wireless technologies
which are optimized for transmitting modest amounts of data (typically kbps
or less) with very low power consumption over long distances (potentially
miles). Some of these technologies include LoRaWAN, SigFox, and a new
Wi-Fi standard called 802.11ah (HaLow). These LPWAN technologies
should make sensor networks even easier to implement.
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We note that both MEMS technology and LPWAN wireless technologies
were discussed in more detail in our previous report on semiconductor
technologies (“An Overview of the Semiconductor Industry”).
Some Examples of AgTech Sensors
A few general types of farm-related sensors are noted below, although there
are dozens of others. Several specific sensor products are described in
more detail in the private company overviews at the end of this section.
• Soil/Moisture Sensors – Sensors can be used to measure various
parameters of soil, including moisture level (for intelligent irrigation),
pH level, temperature, and electrical conductivity. Electrical
conductivity can help determine the composition of soil (organic, clay,
etc.), texture, salinity, and other key soil parameters. Soil sensors can
provide this information in real-time, whereas historically farmers might
have to ship soil samples to a lab for analysis (which could take
weeks). Sensors can also similarly analyze fertilizer and other related
materials. Another moisture-related parameter that sensors can
measure is evapotranspiration (ET), which is the evaporation of water
from the soil and plant surfaces. ET can be an important factor in
determining the health and irrigation needs of crops.
• Animal Tracking and Monitoring – Sensors can be used to monitor
and track animals, including location and health, to identify potential
problems and resolve them early. This can often make an enormous
difference in preventing disease from spreading in livestock. There are
many different types of animal sensors (e.g., one example discussed
later is a sensor that can determine when a cow is about to give birth,
enabling farmers/veterinarians to help ensure a successful delivery).
By closely monitoring animals, they can be kept healthier.
• General Conditions – Sensors can be used to measure a variety of
general parameters (sunlight, temperature, rainfall, frost, pests, etc.)
locally at a farm. This data can be used to better analyze and improve
crop production.
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Sensor Example: Rohm Soil Analysis
Many of the major sensor companies provide sensors that could be used in
agricultural applications. However, there has recently been a number of
sensors introduced specifically for agricultural applications. As one example,
in 2017 Japanese chip company Rohm introduced an agricultural sensor
solution for soil measurement. The product is a stake that can be inserted
into the soil and has sensors at the bottom that measure soil pH level,
temperature, and electrical conductivity. It also includes a wireless module
on top, as well as other chips (data converters, microcontroller, etc.) for
processing the data before it is transmitted. By planting a variety of these
stakes, soil analysis and crop production can be enhanced.
Sensor Example: Trimble GreenSeeker
Trimble sells a handheld crop sensor called GreenSeeker. The sensor emits
bursts of red and infrared light, and then measures the amount of each type
of light that is reflected back from the plant. It then computes and displays
NDVI. In addition to determining crop health, one of its primary applications
is to determine the amount of fertilizer that should be applied to specific
crops, to help optimize fertilizer usage. It can be used with Trimble’s Ag
Software to calculate fertilizer application rates.
Sensor Example: FieldView Drive
Another popular example of an agricultural sensor is Climate Corporation’s
FieldView Drive, an in-cab hardware device that plugs into a vehicle’s CAN
diagnostic port and captures machine and field data. It enables the capture
of data as tractors or other vehicles pass through fields, without requiring
manual data entry. It allows farmers to see field maps in real time and
transfer data to an iPad via Bluetooth for additional analysis.
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Portable Diagnostics Solutions
A related category of solutions is portable diagnostics and inspection
equipment. Historically, there were many types of analysis that required
transmitting samples (soil, weeds, crops, animal blood, etc.) to a laboratory
for analysis. Often it could take days or weeks to obtain results and by that
time significant damage could have occurred. For example, if a patch of
crops or multiple animals die or become unhealthy, a farmer would like to
test for various types of diseases and pathogens. However, this historically
meant sending samples to a lab, as molecular diagnostics equipment was
extremely large and expensive and required expertise and extensive sample
preparation. By the time a farmer received the results, the disease could
have spread to many other crops or animals. To address this, a number of
companies have developed various types of portable, relatively inexpensive
diagnostics products that can more rapidly identify potential issues. There
are also different types of inspection equipment for quality control analysis.
Some Private AgTech Sensor Companies
Below are some examples of private companies that have developed sensor
solutions or diagnostics devices that are either specifically focused on
agriculture or target agriculture as a key vertical market.
• Arable – Arable has developed an “all-in-one” solar-powered crop
monitor (Arable Mark). Its solution collects over 40 different pieces of
data including precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil moisture,
radiation, and weather. Its Point Forecasting system synthesizes data
collected from the Mark and from publicly available weather forecasts,
and its artificial intelligence algorithms then provide customized
predictions based on the unique conditions on a particular farm. In
2017, Arable raised over $4.2 million in a Series A round. Investors
include Middleland Capital, S2G Ventures, Chase Field, SparkLabs,
and Cantos VC. It is based in Princeton, New Jersey.
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• Cattle Watch – Cattle Watch develops collar-based sensors and
software to track animal herds. In many areas, herds of cattle graze in
large open pastures and are difficult to track. Yields are generally
significantly higher on monitored herds relative to those that are
unmonitored. As a result, Cattle Watch developed sensor solutions
that enable tracking and monitoring of cattle herds. The sensors also
provide a variety of data about the health of individual cows and can
help prevent theft of livestock. The company additionally has solutions
for sheep and goats. Cattle Watch was founded in Israel.
• CropX – CropX sells sensors and software for real-time monitoring of
soil. The CropX “stake” is easily installed in the ground and takes soil
moisture measurements at 8″ and 18″. The data is transmitted over
cellular networks for collection and can be viewed on a smartphone
app. According to the company, its “Internet of Soil” solutions can
provide water and energy savings of up to 25%, while preventing
overwatering. Investors include Finistere Ventures, Innovation
Endeavors, GreenSoil Investments, and Germin8. It is based in Israel
with an office in San Francisco, California.
• DairyMaster – DairyMaster provides a number of milking related
products including milking parlors. However, it also developed the
MooMaster sensor to monitor the health of cows and determine
whether they are in heat. It indicates that its wireless sensors can
reduce calving intervals, increase milk yields, and ensure healthier
cows. The sensors can also identify behaviors such as feeding and
rumination. Its sensors have a 10-year battery life and a wireless range
of over 1km. The company is based in Ireland.
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• ExcitePCR – ExcitePCR has developed a disruptive solution for highly
accurate, portable, rapid molecular diagnostics testing (real-time
PCR). There is great interest in being able to quickly test crops for
invasive diseases and test animals for a variety of animal diseases.
However, molecular diagnostics equipment was historically very large
and heavy and kept in laboratories. In addition, testing required
substantial sample preparation and PhD-level expertise. As a result,
samples were sent offsite and results often took weeks to obtain.
ExcitePCR has developed a portable molecular diagnostics solution
(FireflyDX) that provides laboratory level accuracy, but can perform
tests onsite in 30 minutes, including automated sample preparation. It
believes this can help identify and resolve pathogen and disease
related issues quickly. In January 2018, it announced a report from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory confirming the effectiveness
of the FireflyDX solution. While its solution has many applications,
agriculture is one of its target focus areas. ExcitePCR is based in
Pleasanton, California.
• FieldIn – FieldIn provides sensors and software for pest control on
farms. Its solutions include proprietary sensors and software that work
on any tractor to track spraying operations, analyze data, and
recommend ways to improve pest control. The software analyzes a
variety of data (weather, chemicals, etc.) to help growers plan their
pesticide applications and then determines if any errors were made. It
indicates that this enables higher yields and lower costs (less pesticide
used). It reportedly raised a $4 million seed round in early 2018.
Investors include Terra Venture Partners, Gal Ventures, Germin8
Ventures, and the Israel Innovation Authority. It is based in Israel.
• Farmobile – Farmobile provides a small hardware device called PUC
that connects to farm vehicles and machinery. Once connected, it
collects data (agronomic, engine, machine data, etc.), geotags it, and
populates electronic field records (EFRs). This data can then be
viewed on a smartphone or PC and shared with others, if desired. The
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company also provides an online “Data Store” that enables users to
sell their data to other farmers. In October 2017, it reportedly
completed an $18.1 million Series B funding round with investors that
include Anterra Capital, AmTrust Agriculture Insurance Services, and
a variety of private investors. It is based in Overland Park, Kansas.
• HerdDogg – HerdDogg develops sensor solutions for tracking animal
herds (primarily cattle). Its solutions include ear-tags (sensors/smart
radios) that attach to an animal’s ear and a “DoggBone” reader that
passively collects data without Wi-Fi or cellular connections. A
smartphone can then collect data from the DoggBone for tracking and
analysis. The ear-tag tracks the animal’s activity but also measures
ear temperature for health analysis. HerdDogg is in pilot testing with
multiple farms around the world. It is based in Longmont, Colorado.
• HMicro – HMicro has developed a high-reliability, clinical-grade
wireless sensing platform to measure vital signs. Its innovative “Life
Signal Processor” chip integrates three separate wireless connectivity
technologies (to ensure ultra-high reliability), sensor interfaces (ECG,
heart-rate, SpO2, respiration, etc.), and sensor processing. It is
designed to have ultra-low power consumption (for battery operated
solutions). In addition, HMicro provides a variety of complete biosensing patches and reference designs. While its initial target market
has been enabling wireless monitoring of human patients in hospitals
(removing the problematic cords and cabling and “untangling”
patients), it has recently seen strong interest in its technology for
animal monitoring on farms. The HMicro solution can enable better
monitoring of farm animals, improving their health, without resorting to
connecting wires or cables to the animals. In 2016, HMicro announced
a $10.2 million capital raise with investors that included unnamed
strategic investors as well as XSeed Capital, Seraph Group, and
Uniquest. It is based in Fremont, California.
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• Moocall – Moocall develops sensors for animal management. Its
initial product is a calving sensor which can be used on pregnant cows
to determine when they are about to give birth (it attaches to the tail
and typically provides about one-hour notice). Farmers can then
provide assistance or call a veterinarian to help ensure a successful
birth. Moocall indicates that more than 15 thousand farms use the
Moocall calving sensor. In 2017, it developed an upgraded version
that is much easier to attach. Moocall’s Breedmanager is a free app
that lets farmers track their herds based on various parameters. It
recently introduced Moocall Heat, a sensor solution that can determine
if a cow or heifer is in heat (it uses a collar on a bull and RFID tags on
cows, and analyzes a bull’s movements when it gets close to the
cows). Moocall is based in Dublin, Ireland.
• Phytech – Phytech is a “plant IoT” company focused on sensing plantrelated data, analyzing the information using AI, and providing status
and recommendations to growers. Its smartphone app provides easy
to understand color-coded alerts and recommendations to improve
yields, reduce risk, and reduce water consumption. In 2017, Phytech
announced it completed an $11 million capital raise including investors
such as Tencent and Syngenta Ventures. It is based in Israel.
• PlantCare – PlantCare provides a variety of sensor and software
analysis solutions for farming applications, including smart irrigation.
Its PlantControl CX is a sensor-based solution that monitors soil
moisture and other parameters and can be used to provide alerts and
irrigation control. The system supports up to 60 wireless sensors that
can monitor soil moisture and temperature. This can be utilized to
provide alerts to farmers (not enough or too much water, frost alarms)
as well as to log data, and provide intelligent irrigation control. The
system uses PlantCare’s self-learning technology and its dynamic runtime algorithms to make real-time adjustments to irrigation. The
sensors are low power and have a 1-year battery life. PlantCare was
founded in 2005 and is owned by management. It is based in Russikon
(near Zurich), Switzerland.
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• Saturas – Saturas develops decision support solutions for intelligent
irrigation. It provides miniature Stem Water Potential (SWP) sensors
that are embedded in the trunks of trees, vines, and plants. It indicates
that this provides significantly better accuracy than having sensors in
the soil or other locations. Historically, however, measuring SWP was
a highly labor-intensive process. It notes that only one or two of these
sensors is required per hectare (about 2.5 acres) and each sensor
transmits the data to a centrally automated irrigation control system,
which can then optimize irrigation for each area and crop. Saturas
states that this can significantly increase yields while reducing water
usage. In February 2018, Saturas announced a $4 million capital raise.
Investors include Hubei Forbon, Ramat Magshimim, Miguel Torres
Winery, Gefen Capital, Trendlines, the Israel Farmers’ Union, and
Shlomo Nechama. It is based in Israel.
• Semios – Semios provides onsite sensing and predictive analytics for
perennial agricultural crops. Its deploys a mesh network of various
types of sensors and electronics (pheromone dispensers, pest traps,
soil moisture sensors, and other devices) across an entire orchard.
Using cellular wireless technologies, it monitors the parameters from
its Semios control center. Growers are then provided with notifications
and actionable intelligence. It targets applications such as pest control
(including camera traps that count and identify pests, and pesticidefree pheromones dispensers), frost monitoring, disease monitoring,
and irrigation. Semios raised $9 million in April 2016 from investors that
included Canada’s AgriInnovation Program and Brookfield Asset
Management. It is based in Vancouver, Canada.
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• SoilCares BV – SoilCares focuses on providing soil testing solutions
and services. It offers a “Lab-in-a-Box” solution that enables rapid
testing of soil samples. The Lab-in-a-Box includes two spectrometers
and a variety of preparation tools, and users have access to SoilCares’
huge global database of soil which, in conjunction with the test results,
can help determine if there are any issues or actions a farmer should
take. It also offers a near-infrared scanner that can be used to scan
soil and determine if there are problems, and ScoutBox which digitally
counts the number of harmful insects. It is based in the Netherlands
with a major office in Kenya.
• The Yield – The Yield uses sensors, software analytics, and apps to
provide better farm decision making. The sensors measure a variety
of parameters on a farm (soil moisture, PAR, humidity, temperature,
rainfall, wind, etc.) and multiple sensors are grouped into nodes which
wirelessly communicate the data to its data platform. Using predictive
analytics and its Sensing+ technology, it provides forecasts and
recommended actions for the upcoming week. It announced a $6.5
million round in April 2017. Investors include Bosch (which supplies
some of the sensors), KPMG, and AgFunder. It is based in Australia.
• Tule – Tule provides sensor solutions and software to measure
moisture and evapotranspiration (ET), which is the evaporation from
plant and soil surfaces and from within plant tissues, to assist with
intelligent irrigation. The Tule “Actual ET” sensor is a hardware device
installed above a plant canopy that communicates to a server using a
cellular connection. Tule can report the amount of water used by a
field, project future needs, and recommend the amount of water to
apply in the coming week. Tule quantifies the amount of water that
plants actually use daily by measuring the water they release as vapor.
It provides the plant water stress level called the Plant Response Index
(PRI), which normalizes for changes in weather. Its solutions are
based on technology originally developed at UC Davis. Investors
include Khosla Ventures, Bloomberg Beta, and Y Combinator. It is
based in San Francisco, California.
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• Understory – Understory provides weather data and analytics. It
gathers local weather data from a network of its own ground-level
weather stations which measure a variety of different weather-related
parameters (temperature, rain, wind speed and direction, pressure,
humidity, hail, etc.). It can then calculate information such as wind chill,
heat index, and evaporation rate, and provides analytics for weather
forecasting. Its weather stations incorporate solid state sensors (no
moving parts), which make them highly reliable with few maintenance
needs. The stations use a cellular link to upload data. Understory also
provides analytics and APIs. Agriculture is one of its major target
markets (another is insurance) and it indicates that its weather sensing
can help significantly improve crop yields. It was recently reported that
it completed a year-long trial with Monsanto in Hawaii, and that
Monsanto has an exclusive deal with Understory in Argentina.
Understory raised $7.5 million in 2016 with investors that included
Monsanto and 4490 Ventures. It is based in Madison, Wisconsin.
• Veris Technologies – Veris Technologies sells a variety of sensors
for analyzing soil. This includes soil electrical conductivity sensors that
can determine soil texture and optical sensors that can map organic
matter. Varis also provides sensors for pH measurement. Its
FieldFusion solution combines soil and topography data into precision
application maps that can guide seeding or probe placement. In 2016,
it announced a partnership with Monsanto’s Climate Corporation to
deliver better soil mapping to farmers. In 2017, it announced tillage
and planter-based soil sensors. It is based in Salina, Kansas.
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Indoor Farm Solutions
Intro to Indoor Farm Solutions
One area of growing interest is
indoor/vertical farming, in which plants are
grown in large indoor facilities, rather than
in open fields. In some cases, traditional
greenhouses are used with a variety of
additional technologies to enhance
efficiency and growth. In other cases, the
indoor farms do not use sunlight at all, and
instead rely on LEDs or other types of lighting in lieu of sunlight. In some of
these indoor farms, plants are grown “vertically” up and down walls, as
opposed to on the ground, to maximize usable area. In some cases, soil
isn’t used and plants are grown hydroponically (using nutrient solutions in
water) or aeroponically (water/nutrient mist sprayed on the roots). These
farms typically incorporate many sensors and plant monitoring to optimize
production. Some potential advantages of indoor farms include:
• No Pesticides or Weather Issues – One advantage of indoor farming
is traditional outdoor pests are avoided, and so no (or very limited)
pesticides or herbicides are needed. In addition, weather-related
problems (floods, storms, drought) are avoided.
• Less Transportation Costs, Fresher Food – Indoor farming enables
food to be grown near urban areas, close to where it is consumed. This
eliminates a large portion of the costs associated with transportation
and storage (which by some estimates account for between a third and
half of produce costs). Spoilage is reduced and food is fresher.
• Optimize Food for Taste Not Resiliency – Most types of crops are
optimized specifically to be resilient to pests and long transportation
cycles, with taste being a secondary characteristic. By eliminating the
need for this type of resiliency, farmers can focus on alternative
varieties that taste better.
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• Less Water – By providing water directly to plants and supplying just
the right amount, water consumption can be sharply reduced relative
to traditional irrigation. This can also help reduce costs.
There are, however, some major challenges with
making indoor farms economical. Land and labor
costs are generally much higher near urban areas
than on a rural farm. The lighting and sensors
can be costly to buy and consume significant
power, which increase energy costs. Building
costs are an additional expense that must be allocated. There are also often
a variety of IT-related costs associated with managing indoor farms.
There have been several high-profile failures in the indoor farming sector.
For example, FarmedHere was an early pioneer in indoor farms and had
what was believed to be the largest indoor farm in the U.S., but closed its
operations in early 2017. Several other indoor farming companies (e.g.,
Podponics in Atlanta, Local Garden in Vancouver) had similar fates.
However, during the past few years LED costs for agricultural applications
have declined and productivity from these farms has generally improved. As
a result, there are a growing number of indoor farming operations, and many
expect these farms will become increasingly pervasive.
According to a March 2018 press release by ResearchandMarkets, for
example, the vertical indoor farming industry is expected to grow to $6.3
billion by 2023. According to MarketsandMarkets, the “smart greenhouse”
segment of the indoor farming market is projected to increase from under
$1.3 billion in 2018 to nearly $2.3 billion by 2023.
Long term, as productivity improves and costs are driven down, indoor
farming has the potential to have a major impact on the global agricultural
market as farms could be located virtually anywhere rather than solely in
locations that have fertile soil and good weather. This could greatly increase
global food production and reduce food transportation requirements.
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Cannabis Growing
One particular segment of “indoor farming” that has received a lot of interest
since marijuana was made legal in many states is cannabis growing. There
are dozens of start-ups (in some cases well-funded) focused on either
developing technologies that can enhance cannabis growth or growing
cannabis themselves using advanced technologies. Scott’s Miracle Grow
has, for example, made several acquisitions of hydroponic technology
companies, several of which derived most of their revenue from cannabis
applications. There are also numerous VC firms specifically focused on this
sector. Cannabis agriculture is not a focus topic for this report so we did not
include cannabis-related start-ups, but we wanted to at least mention it as a
growing niche segment of the agricultural technology market.
Lighting for Indoor Farming
There are a variety of technologies needed to enable efficient indoor farms,
including sensors, irrigation systems, and software. One of the most
important technologies is lighting. Light is critical for plant growth, but some
wavelengths of light are much better than others at causing photosynthesis.
Traditional light sources aren’t specifically optimized to provide
“Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR)” for plant growth. By optimizing
the amount and wavelength of light that crops receive in a day, growth can
be optimized. One measure of this is the “Daily Light Integral (DLI)” which
provides a cumulative measure of the PAR received during a day. The
required DLI for each type of plant can vary, but by controlling the DLI for
each type of crop, growth can be significantly improved.
One type of lighting often used in greenhouses is sodium high intensity
discharge (HID) “grow” lights, which emit light when electrical current passes
through a tube filled with xenon, sodium, and mercury vapor. These products
generally emit strong light in the orange/red spectrum, which is typically very
good for photosynthesis in plants. However, the sodium grow lights also
have many disadvantages in that they generate a lot of heat, which means
they cannot be placed close to the crops. The further the distance, the
weaker the light becomes, so the efficiency is reduced and power
consumption is high (which also makes them expensive to operate).
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As a result, there has been growing interest in using
LEDs (light emitting diodes) for indoor farms and
greenhouses. LEDs generate much less heat than
most other types of traditional lighting and can be
placed close to plants, increasing efficiency. They
also tend to be power efficient and highly reliable.
However, the LEDs used for general illumination
aren’t especially optimized for crops. As a result,
several companies have developed LEDs or LED-based solutions that can
be used in greenhouses (to supplement light from the sun) or in indoor farms
in which crops aren’t exposed to the sun at all. Several of the major LED
companies have introduced solutions specifically optimized for indoor farms.
For example, Philips has several “GreenPower” LED products that were
developed for indoor farms, and it opened an entire research center
(GrowWise) in Eindhoven to focus on using LEDs for vertical farming.
Many Other Indoor Farming Technologies
There are a variety of other emerging technologies related to indoor farming,
ranging from advanced glass for greenhouses to irrigation solutions for
hydroponic and aeroponic systems. Some of these are discussed below.
Select Indoor Farming Related Companies
The following are some examples of private indoor farming companies or
companies developing technologies for use in indoor farms.
• AeroFarms – AeroFarms runs advanced indoor farms. Its farms use
LEDs, aeroponic mist (no soil), sensors, and data analytics. It states
that its indoor farms are 390 times more productive per square foot
than a commercial field farm and use 95% less water. It also indicates
that it optimizes the aspects of its greens to provide better taste and
flavors. Its crops include kale, arugula, herbs, and other greens. It
announced a partnership with Dell in 2017. In 2017, it also announced
a $40 million Series D financing that included Ikea, Meraas Holdings,
ADM Capital, AllianceBernstein, Wheatsheaf Group, GSR Ventures,
and chef David Chang. It is based in Newark, New Jersey.
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• Agrilyst – Agrilyst has developed a software platform that helps indoor
farms manage their crops and gain insights to make more profitable
production decisions. Its software provides real-time visualization of
critical data so indoor farms can examine how each crop performs over
time and how various parameters (pH, etc.) affect crop growth. It also
enables tracking (using barcodes) to assist with compliance and has
recently introduced many new features (thresholds/alerts, spreadsheet
view, etc.). In early 2018, it announced a small seed round ($1.5
million). Investors include iSelect Fund, Argonautic Labs, Horizons
Labs, and Onlan Capital Fund. It is based in Brooklyn, New York.
• Bowery Farming – Bowery Farming operates indoor vertical farms. It
uses LED lighting, purified water, and zero pesticides. Using
sophisticated analytics and sensors, it can determine the optimal time
to harvest crops, and generally delivers its produce to stores or
restaurants within a day. Its products include kale, arugula, lettuce,
and basil. It indicates that it uses 95% less water than field farms. Its
products are available in several stores (Whole Foods, etc.) and
restaurants in the New York City area. It is currently building its second
facility (which is expected to produce 30X more than the first). In 2017,
it raised $20 million from investors that included GV (Google Ventures),
General Catalyst, and GGV Capital. It is based in New York City.
• Brite Solar – Brite Solar is a nanomaterials company that has
developed a new class of glass solutions. One of its major products is
Solar Glass (transparent photovoltaic panels) which can be used in
greenhouses in lieu of traditional plastic or glass sheathing. The Solar
Glass is specifically tuned to maximize the transmission of light in the
wavelengths that are important for plant photosynthesis, and also has
excellent thermal insulation characteristics. In addition, as photovoltaic
panels (solar cells), it can produce energy that can then be used to
power operations (heating, cooling, etc.), significantly reducing
greenhouse energy bills (one of the major expenses for indoor farms).
The Solar Glass uses dye-sensitized solar cells, and the company has
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several other types of advanced thermally insulated glass (Dynamic
Glass, Smart Glass). Brite Solar is based in Greece.
• Illumitex – Illumitex develops LED-based lighting systems (generally
using LEDs made by Cree), with a specific focus on agricultural
applications (greenhouses or indoor farms). Its PowerHarvest uses
high power LEDs combined with wide distribution optics to provide
optimal plant growth from both vegetative and bloom stages. Its
NeoPAR is an ultra-thin lighting solution that provides light specifically
optimized for vegetation (NeoPAR 5) or flowers (NeoPAR 7). It was
founded in 2005 and is based in Austin, Texas.
• LettUs Grow – LettUs Grow develops advanced irrigation systems
and technology for aeroponic indoor farms. Unlike hydroponics in
which plant roots are immersed in nutrient-filled water, aeroponics
systems spray nutrient-filled water mist on plant roots. With
aeroponics, plant roots are also exposed to the air and receive oxygen,
which LettUs Grow indicates provides significant advantages over
hydroponics (in which plant roots are submerged). These advantages
include faster growth and better crop yields. The company provides
both hardware and control software to optimize aeroponic irrigation
and improve crop yields. It indicates that one of its partners is Grow
Bristol CIC, a Bristol-based vertical farm. Investors include Bethnal
Green Ventures and SETsquared. It is based in Bristol, England.
• Lufa Farms – Lufa Farms is focused on growing crops in greenhouses
located on rooftops in urban areas. It uses a variety of ecologically
friendly technologies such as utilizing captured rainwater, recirculating
irrigation water, using hydroponic cultivation, and composting green
waste. It offers customizable weekly baskets with a variety of crops
harvested from its rooftop farms and delivers them to a pick-up point
near customers on the same day the crops are harvested. It has two
major farms in the Montreal area (Laval and Ahuntsic). Investors
include Cycle Capital and Montoni. It is based in Montreal, Canada.
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• LumiGrow – LumiGrow sells LED-based lighting solutions for indoor
farming applications. It indicates that its Pro Series E LED grow lights
produce more red and blue PAR per watt than any other adjustable
lighting fixture on the market. Its SmartPAR wireless control enables
growers to control and adjust the lighting using smartphones or other
computing devices, and allows different lighting intensities and
spectrums for each type of crop. It recently introduced a SmartPAR
sensor module that measures sunlight and DLI and can be used to
provide optimized lighting (e.g., less LED lighting in a greenhouse if
sunlight is strong, more LED lighting if not). It has announced a
number of customers including Nectar Farms (lighting 40 hectares of
greenhouses in Australia). In February 2018, it announced a $5.1
million bridge financing with investors such as Ecosystem Integrity
Fund, ValueAct Spring Master Fund, and Greenhouse Capital. It is
based in Emeryville, California.
• MotorLeaf – MotorLeaf develops AI-based software and hardware
solutions for indoor farms and greenhouses. Its “Agronomist.ai”
platform analyzes many types of sensor data and provides a variety of
decision support, including crop yield predictions, a “grow journal” for
in-depth analysis, and a crop growth index for tracking growth.
MotorLeaf’s sensor hardware solutions include Heart (central
monitoring and control), Droplet (monitors water level, temperature, pH
levels, and nutrients), PowerLeaf (automates and controls lights,
HVAC, feeder pumps, and other electrical devices), and Space Sensor
(measures light levels including PAR, relative humidity, and
temperature). The sensor solutions communicate wirelessly via Wi-Fi.
It indicates that in one of its first implementations (a 70-acre tomato
greenhouse) it cut yield prediction error rates by half. It is based in
Montreal, Canada.
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• Plenty – Plenty focuses on indoor agricultural farming. It grows crops
vertically (20-foot towers), without the use of herbicides or pesticides,
and uses specialized multicolored LED lights (in lieu of sunlight),
advanced sensors, and machine learning data analytics to optimize
growing. It indicates that it can grow at a density that is about 350X
times more dense than conventional farms while using only 1% of the
water. By being able to grow crops close to end markets, it can reduce
transportation costs and focus on crop varieties that are better tasting
rather than those that are optimized to withstand long transportation
hauls. Its products include a broad variety of greens, plants, and
lettuces. In June 2017, it announced the acquisition of Bright Agrotech,
a supplier of vertical farming production system technology. In late
2017, it announced the opening of a full scale 100K square foot indoor
farm in the Seattle area. In July 2017, it announced a $200 million
capital raise. Investors include SoftBank, the founder of Moore Capital
Management, Eric Schmidt’s Innovation Endeavors, Bezos
Expeditions, DCM, Data Collective, and Finistere. It is based in South
San Francisco, California.
• Plessey Semiconductors – Plessey Semiconductors has developed
advanced LED solutions using gallium nitride (GaN) on silicon wafer
(GaN-on-Silicon) semiconductor technology. It indicates that its LEDs
provide many advantages including very high efficiency. While its
solutions have many applications, one of its target markets is
agriculture. Its family of Hyperion and Hyperion White LED-based light
solutions can replace traditional sodium grow lights but require fewer
units and can be significantly more power efficient (up to 40% energy
savings). It has announced several customers including Sterling
Suffolk, which will use Plessey’s Hyperion LED lights in a new 13+ acre
greenhouse. It is based in Plymouth, England.
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• Sundrop Farms – Sundrop grows a variety of crops in indoor
greenhouses. Plants are grown hydroponically (no soil; they use
coconut husks) and the climate and lighting are tightly controlled.
Sundrop indicates that it utilizes a variety of ecologically-friendly
technologies (e.g., solar power to provide energy, desalination water
treatment to convert sea water to fresh water for crops, significant
water reuse, etc.). It offers a variety of fruits and vegetables and one
of its major customers is Coles, a large grocery chain in Australia. Its
initial farms are in Australia and Tennessee. In 2014, KKR reportedly
invested about $100 million in Sundrop. It is based in London, England
and Australia.
• Urban Produce – Urban Produce grows crops using vertical urban
indoor farms. It utilizes LED lighting and doesn’t use any pesticides,
herbicides, or fungicides. The company indicates that its water usage
is at least 90% less than open farming and that it can produce in an
eighth of an acre what would normally require 16 acres (64X more
efficient). The company’s initial primary crop is organic wheat grass
for the cold pressed juice industry. Its High Density Vertical Growing
System (HD-VGS) is designed to deliver the proper amount of water
and nutrients to each crop. The company notes that its produce is
rotated around the building, providing plants with equal light and air
distribution. It is based in Irvine, California.
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Online Marketplaces/E-Commerce
Intro to Agricultural Online Marketplaces
Another major growing sector within AgTech is agricultural-related online
marketplaces. Broadly speaking, this can encompass segments such as
restaurant and food/grocery delivery services, which include many
companies that have raised substantial amounts of capital (e.g., BigBasket,
Ele.me/Alibaba, FreshDirect, PicNic, Swiggy, Womai, Yiguo, etc.). However,
this section of the report is more narrowly focused on online marketplaces
that can be used to directly improve farm operations. The food supply chain
historically included a variety of “middlemen” and many layers. Farmers
often bought/sold locally and wouldn’t necessarily receive the best pricing
when purchasing inputs or selling products. In some cases, online
marketplaces can help eliminate these layers and improve farm profitability.
Many Types of Online AgTech Marketplaces
There are hundreds of different types of agricultural apps and marketplaces.
A few general categories include:
• Online Product Sales – Historically farmers often had to sell to a
limited number of potential local buyers. To help resolve this, there are
a variety of online marketplaces that enable farmers to sell crops or
animals more directly to a broader range of potential buyers, which can
potentially increase profitability.
• Supply Purchasing – Farmers have to purchase a broad range of
different types of equipment and supplies. There are a number of
online marketplaces to make this easier. In some cases, these
marketplaces aggregate demand to provide better deals for smaller
farms that don’t have as much purchasing power as larger farms.
• Specialty Products – Some online marketplaces have been
developed for specialty products and situations. As one example,
there is an online marketplace for imperfect crops that historically
would be discarded but now can be sold online, enhancing farmers’
profitability and resulting in less waste.
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Select Private Online Marketplace/E-Commerce Companies
Some examples of private companies focused on AgTech online
marketplaces are shown below. As previously noted, we are not including
more general food/restaurant online marketplaces.
• Farmia – Farmia is an online exchange for buying and selling livestock,
including various types of cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs. The website
enables buyers to search based on many different parameters
including breed, location, weight, age, and price. It can be accessed
from both PCs and mobile devices. Farmia initially focused on Serbia
and indicates that it is the leading online farming marketplace in Serbia,
but it has expanded to other countries in Europe as well as to the U.S.
In addition to the marketplace, it provides pricing and other data, and
is expanding to provide other products and services to farmers. Its
initial investor was Eleven, an accelerator fund. It is based in Serbia.
• FarmLead – FarmLead is an online marketplace for farmers. It
includes an online physical cash grain marketplace where it is free to
post, with relatively small fees and credit verification of all buyers. By
enabling farmers to sell directly to a broad range of buyers (large grain
trading organizations, brokers, etc.), they can typically obtain higher
prices. FarmLead indicates that it has over 5,700 users in over 100
crop categories. In 2017, it launched a number of new solutions
including price discovery and online grain testing services. In March
2017, it announced a $6 million Series A round with investors that
included Monsanto, Avrio Ventures, the MaRS Investment Accelerator
Fund, and Serra Ventures. It is based in Ottawa, Canada.
• Full Harvest – Full Harvest is an online marketplace for imperfect
crops that are often discarded or wasted. The company notes that 20
billion pounds of cosmetically imperfect food are wasted each year. By
selling these imperfect crops, farmers can enhance their profitability.
For example, a company that makes juice may not care what the fruits
or vegetables look like. In 2017, it raised $2 million in a seed funding.
It is based in San Francisco, California.
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• Maihuolang – Maihuolang Information Technology is a Chinese ecommerce company focused on selling agricultural products. It
operates the 51mhl.com website, which launched in 2014, and offers
a range of e-commerce solutions for farm supplies, agricultural foods,
and other related items. In March 2017, it announced a RMB1 billion
(about $150 million) Series A capital raise. Investors include Shenzhen
New Industry Venture Capital, Shenzhen Weiji Investment, and
Qianhai Great Wall Fund. It is based in China.
• Mercaris – Mercaris provides up-to-date information on market
conditions for organic and non-GMO commodities and has a trading
platform that allows buyers and sellers to meet on-line and trade
physical commodities. Users can also see how national prices for
conventional commodities compare to organic farm gate prices
reported by the USDA and can obtain a variety of pricing information
from Mercaris auctions and other sources. It recently announced the
first online auction for organic powdered milk. The company indicates
that its customers include Whole Foods Market, Organic Valley, and
many others. Investors include Fall Line Capital, S2G Ventures, and
Middleland Capital. It is based in Silver Spring, Maryland.
• ProducePay – ProducePay has developed an online platform to help
farmers with financing. It provides capital to farmers prior to the
growing season, during the growing season (typically 50% of the value
after harvesting), and after shipping (typically 80% of the value that is
invoiced) to improve cash flow. It has also announced an online trading
platform (coming soon) that matches buyers and sellers of fresh
produce anywhere in the world and can improve the time-to-money
and pricing for growers. In March 2017, it announced a $77 million
capital raise that reportedly included $7 million of equity and $70 million
of debt. Investors included CoVenture, Menlo Ventures, Arena
Ventures, Red Bear Angels, and Social Leverage. The company is
based in Los Angeles, California.
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• Wefarm – Wefarm is a free peer-to-peer service that allows farmers to
share information via SMS. In many poor countries, farmers don’t have
access to the Internet on their farms, so Wefarm avoids the need for
the Internet. Farmers can ask questions on farming and receive
crowd-sourced answers from other farmers around the world. Wefarm
enables small-scale farmers to obtain advice on how to improve yields
and resolve issues without leaving their farms. The company highlights
a number of case studies in which farmers were, for example, able to
cure ailing animals using advice from others via Wefarm. It indicates
that its network includes more than 660,000 farms (including many in
Kenya, Uganda and Peru). It recently raised $5 million in seed funding.
Investors include True Ventures, Skype, WordPress founder Matt
Mullenweg, LocalGlobe, and Accelerated Digital Ventures. It is based
in London, England.
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Biotechnology Solutions
Intro to Biotechnology AgTech Solutions
The agricultural biotechnology sector has seen enormous breakthroughs
during the past few decades. This includes a variety of technologies related
to seeds and crops (including controversial genetically engineered products),
fertilizers, plant treatments, nutrients, animal vaccines, herbicides/
pesticides, and animal foods, to name a few. Although biotechnology is not
a focus of this report, we thought it was important to include one section
highlighting some of the major biotech developments for agriculture.
Advanced Breeding and Genetic Modifications of Crops
Many of the most significant advancements in agriculture during the past few
decades have been from scientists’ ability to more rapidly create new species
of crops that have advantages over
previous species. While farmers have
been using breeding techniques for
thousands of years, scientists have
recently been able to more rapidly make
changes. In some cases, this involves
using a variety of gene editing
technologies, but in other cases advanced
conventional breeding technologies are used to improve resiliency or other
aspects of a crop. Some examples include:
• Drought-Resistance – One of the major historical issues faced by
farmers is drought. However, a number of drought-resistant crops
have been developed during the past few years. For example, in 2011
DuPont and Syngenta introduced hybrid maize strains that could
flourish with much less water than normal, increasing yields in areas
with drought-like conditions. These were developed using conventional
breeding techniques and have been implemented in several countries.
Genetically engineered drought resistant strains have also been
developed. For example, last year Tanzania began using a droughtresistant strain of maize that was genetically modified.
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• Disease and Insect Resistance – Fungi, bacteria, and insects can
cause significant harm not just to specific farms, but to crops across
entire regions. Scientists have become more adept at modifying crops
to make them resilient to specific diseases and certain types of insects,
using both conventional and increasingly gene modification
technologies. As one example, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is a
bacterium that produces proteins which can kill certain insects.
Scientists have been able to identify the gene that produces the Bt
proteins and transfer it into crop plants, making them more resistant to
some insects. Similarly, there have been a variety of disease-resistant
versions of crops developed. For example, the plum pox virus infected
more than 100 million trees in Europe and began appearing in the U.S.
Scientists couldn’t find a gene for plum pox resistance in plums so they
used genetic engineering to develop plum trees resistant to the virus.
• Herbicide-Tolerance – It is difficult to apply herbicides to weeds
without it also covering crops. By developing crops that are tolerant to
certain types of herbicides, crop efficiency can be enhanced.
Glyphosate is a herbicide and in the late 1990s Monsanto introduced
glyphosate-resistant crops (e.g., soybean, corn, etc.). These crops and
glyphosate herbicides have become commonplace across the U.S.
This helped greatly improve yields, but the downside is that glyphosate
became overused, resulting in glyphosate-resistant weeds, making
glyphosate less effective in some regions. More recently, a number of
crops have been developed that are resistant to other types of
herbicides (e.g., 2,4-D, dicamba) but there are concerns that this will
result in similar overuse, leading to weeds that are resistant to those
herbicides. There have also been concerns about drift (e.g., a couple
of states banned dicamba over concerns that it “drifted” to crops that it
wasn’t applied to, that weren’t dicamba-resistant, causing massive
amounts of crop damage). There are also general health and
environment concerns over the use of glyphosate and dicamba. In any
case, the use of these herbicides and related herbicide-tolerant crops
remains a major controversial topic in the agricultural industry.
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In addition to modifications to produce crops that are resistant to diseases,
drought, insects, and herbicides, there have been crop varieties developed
to increase nutrition, improve taste, and enhance crop resiliency.
CRISPR-Cas9
The rate of new crop development is expected to sharply accelerate as a
result of CRISPR-Cas9. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats) is a family of DNA sequences in bacteria. The
sequences include portions of DNA from viruses that had previously attacked
a bacterium and can be used by the bacterium to identify and destroy similar
viruses during subsequent attacks. While CRISPR is a key part of bacterial
defense systems, scientists utilized some of the key aspects of how CRISPR
works to develop gene editing tools for plants and animals. The one that has
received the most interest is referred to as CRISPR-Cas9.
CRISPR-Cas9 uses an enzyme called Cas9, which can cut DNA strands at
a specific location in the genome, such that DNA can then be added or
removed. CRISPR-Cas9 also utilizes “guide RNA (gRNA)” which binds to
DNA and “guides” the Cas9 to the right location. While many gene editing
tools have been developed, CRISPR-Cas9 is typically much faster, less
expensive, and more accurate than most previous methods of editing DNA.
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The initial primary use for CRISPR-Cas9 was drug discovery by
pharmaceutical companies. However, there has been strong recent interest
in utilizing the technology to create genetic variations of crops that have
much higher yields, are more disease resistant, and/or taste better. This can
be done by adding genes from other plant species, but often is accomplished
by adding or modifying existing genes from a plant. In 2016, DuPont Pioneer
announced a new corn variety that was developed using CRISPR-Cas9, with
expectations that commercial sales of the corn would commence around
2020. Others are expected to follow.
Since CRISPR-Cas9 can improve genetics without necessarily utilizing
genes from other species, some believe that it will be more acceptable to the
general public than historical genetically altered solutions (“frankenfood”)
that often mix genes from different species. The DuPont Pioneer corn, for
example, doesn’t use outside genes, but instead the creators modified a
gene for an enzyme that produces amylose. By editing the gene directly,
they created a waxy version of the corn without adding foreign DNA.
There are many other companies developing CRISPR-Cas9 based crop
solutions and some believe that it could have an enormous impact on the
agricultural industry, beginning in the 2020s, as it has the potential to
dramatically improve crop yields (higher drought tolerance, less susceptible
to diseases, etc.) and enable crops to grow in locations that previously were
not possible. Nutrient levels could also be increased and there would be
opportunities to create better tasting food.
A general question is whether these modified foods will be governed by GMO
(genetically modified organism) restrictions. However, the USDA recently
indicated that it would not regulate genetically engineered crops if the
engineering was limited to removing genes or utilizing existing genes from a
species (i.e., as long as genes from different species aren’t mixed).
Nevertheless, some people still have concerns over unintended effects of
gene editing, even if foreign DNA is not added. In any case, this will certainly
be a hot topic within the AgTech industry over the next decade.
Some Other Biotech Developments
There have been many other agricultural biotechnology developments
beyond plant breeding/gene modifications. Some examples include:
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• Microbials/Seed Coatings – One major area of development in
agricultural biotechnology is microbials. Plants have an enormous
number of micro-organisms (microbes) on and around them (on
leaves, in the soil, and inside the plants). These microbes can have a
substantial impact on the health of plants and crop yields, but
historically weren’t a major focus for agriculture. By optimizing the
microbials in and around crops, crop yields can be significantly
enhanced. Microbials are often applied as seed coatings, and there is
growing interest in microbials (and seed coatings in general) as a way
to enhance crops. However, sifting through tens of thousands of
different types of bacteria to determine which are most useful is
challenging. Many of the major AgTech companies have substantial
expertise in chemicals, but less so in micro-organisms, and so this is
viewed as a potentially attractive market for start-ups. A few examples
of private companies targeting this segment (e.g., Indigo Agriculture,
NewLeaf Symbiotics, BioConsortia, etc.) are highlighted later.
• New Fertilizers – The development of the Haber-Bosch process for
producing ammonia (in the early 1900s) was one of the most important
developments in the history of agriculture as it enabled widespread use
of economical nitrogen fertilizers. These fertilizers have dramatically
improved crop production globally and have been further optimized
during the past century. However, nitrogen fertilizers also have a
negative side in that they require a lot of energy to produce, can
contaminate streams and rivers, and cause many other environmental
issues (fertilizer production reportedly accounts for more than 1% of
global energy consumption and 3% of carbon emissions). As a result,
there have been a number of developments of alternatives to
traditional fertilizers, with a focus on fertilizers that are more effective
and/or more environmentally friendly. One interesting example is
Ginkgo Bioworks (highlighted later) and Bayer are partnering to
develop technology that enables crops to produce their own natural
nitrogen-based fertilizer by coating seeds with certain synthetic cells.
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• Herbicides/Pesticides – Many of the historically used pesticides and
herbicides are generally viewed to be environmentally unfriendly. In
addition, as previously noted, overuse of certain types of products
(glyphosate-related herbicides) have made them less effective. The
main current focus for many of the larger herbicide biotechnology
companies appears to be around herbicides for new herbicideresistant crops (e.g., dicamba herbicides for use with new dicambatolerant crops). As a major concern for farmers is drift, several
herbicide producers have developed dicamba herbicides that they
indicate are less prone to drifting and causing damage to other crops.
There have also been developments of genetically engineered crops
to make them more insect resistant (adding bacillus thuringiensis
genes or other gene edits). One general trend is that there is growing
interest in herbicides and pesticides which are more environmentally
friendly. There are also a variety of microbial developments to reduce
the need for herbicides and pesticides.
• Biofuels/Chemicals/Waste – Many of the waste portions of crops can
potentially be used to produce various types of biofuels and chemicals
needed for industrial applications. This can provide additional income
for farms beyond the normal crops that are sold. Biofuels were a
particularly hot market when oil prices exceed $100/barrel, but interest
has significantly cooled off since then. Nevertheless, there are still a
variety of companies developing technologies to convert “agricultural
waste” to useful products.
• Animal Biotech – Just as there has been significant growth in the
number of drugs and treatments to address various human diseases,
there have been many new drugs, vaccines, and treatments to prevent
and/or cure animal illnesses. There are also biotech solutions for
enhancing certain aspects of animal breeding (e.g., making
reproduction more likely). Animal biotech is, in itself, a large diversified
market with a broad range of products for different types of animals.
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• Animal Food/Nutrition – Food represents a significant cost in raising
animals, but also has a major impact on the health and quality of farm
animals. As a result, there have been a variety of animal food products
developed to enhance health and reduce costs.
Some Private Biotech AgTech Examples
The following are a few examples of private biotechnology AgTech
companies. We generally focused on the higher-profile start-ups.
• AgBiome – AgBiome focuses on biotechnology and microbials for
agricultural applications. Its Genesis gene and strain identification
system enables it to capture and screen microbial collections for
agriculturally relevant applications. It has built a large proprietary
microbial strain collection. AgBiome indicates that it has identified over
3,500 new potential pesticidal genes. It has developed several new
fungicides including Zio (for turf) and Howler (for specialty crops).
AgBiome secured a $34.5 million investment in 2015. Investors include
Monsanto, Novozymes, Syngenta, Arch Venture Partners, Harris and
Harris, Polaris Partners, Pontifax, and the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. It is based in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
• Apeel Sciences – Apeel uses edible extracts found in the peels,
seeds, and pulp of fruits and vegetables to create a natural solution
(Edipeel) that can be applied to produce after harvesting to extend the
shelf life of fruits and vegetables. This can significantly reduce
spoilage and waste. Its initial solutions are Edipeel Citrus (for fruit) and
Edipeel Avocado (which it indicates can double the lifespan at retail).
The Edipeel solution helps keep moisture inside and keeps air out,
which results in a longer lifespan. In December 2016, it announced a
$33 million Series B round. Investors include Andreessen Horowitz,
DBL Investors, S2G Ventures, Tao Capital Partners, and Powerplant
Ventures. It is based in Goleta, California.
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• Benson Hill – Benson Hill Biosystems has developed a crop design
platform (Crop Operating System or CropOS) to create healthier and
more sustainable crops. Its CropOS platform combines machine
learning with genome editing and plant biology to accelerate and
simplify the crop development process. It uses a variety of approaches
(including breeding, genome editing, and synthetic biology) to improve
crop design with greater speed and efficacy. In October 2017, it
announced Edit, a comprehensive gene editing system that combines
CropOS with a portfolio of novel genome editing nucleases. It is
designed to help optimize flavor profiles, nutrient-density, and
environmental sustainability of crops. In March 2017, it raised a $25
million Series B round. Investors include Lewis & Clark Ventures,
Prelude Ventures, Fall Line Capital, S2G Ventures, Alexandria Venture
Investments, Cultivation Capital, iSelect Fund, Mercury Fund,
Middleland Capital, Missouri Technology Corp., Prolog Ventures and
TechAccel. It is based in St. Louis, Missouri.
• BioConsortia – BioConsortia specializes in the discovery and
development of natural microbial products for agricultural applications.
It has a large collection (over 45,000 microbes) of pre-screened and
characterized microorganisms. Its Advanced Microbial Selection
(AMS) platform helps analyze and identify complementary microbes.
Using this core AMS platform it has developed solutions for improving
the efficiency of nitrogen fertilizer, increasing plant growth, and
enhancing plant traits (including disease resistance and drought/salt
tolerance). The company raised $15 million in 2014, $12 million in
2016 (including $4 million of venture debt), and $10 million in March
2018 (Series D round). Investors include Khosla Ventures and Otter
Capital. The company is based in Davis, California with a significant
R&D office in New Zealand.
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• Caribou Biosciences – Caribou is focused on CRISPR-Cas genome
editing. Although it addresses several applications, agricultural
biotechnology is one of its major target markets. It is developing crops
that incorporate drought tolerance and disease resistance to protect
plant health, increase crop yields, and create healthier crops. In mid2016, it announced a $30 million Series B financing round. Investors
include Anterra Capital, Heritage Group, Maverick Capital Ventures,
Pontifax AgTech, F-Prime Capital Partners, Novartis, Mission Bay
Capital, and 5 Prime Ventures. It is based in Berkeley, California.
• Gingko Bioworks – Gingko Bioworks’ “foundries” use a variety of
software, robotics, and analytics to automate the process of organism
design, allowing engineers to prototype thousands of biological
designs. Some examples include engineering yeast to produce
different rose scents, using custom built software tools to design DNA
sequences for large scale enzyme discovery, and improving the
efficiency of microbial strains by rapidly screening tens of thousands of
enzyme variants. Applications include agriculture, food, cosmetics,
and pharmaceuticals. It recently announced a partnership with Bayer
to launch a new company named Joyn Bio (along with a $100 million
investment) to improve plant-associated microbes with a focus on
nitrogen fixation, potentially reducing (or eliminating) the amount of
nitrogen-based fertilizer some plants need. Other announced partners
include Cargill and Ajinomoto. In January 2017, it announced the
acquisition of Gen9 (synthesis and assembly of DNA). In December
2017, it announced a $275 million Series D capital raise (reportedly at
a valuation in excess of $1 billion). Investors include Viking Global
Investors, Y Combinator’s Continuity fund, Cascade Investment, Bill
Gates, and General Atlantic. It is based in Boston, Massachusetts.
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• Indigo Agriculture – Indigo has developed a very large database of
microbes. Using analytics and machine learning tools it can predict
which microbes are most beneficial to a plant’s health. It then applies
these microbes in the form of a seed coating, significantly boosting
crop yields. It has launched five different types of crops with its
microbial treatments (corn, wheat, rice, soybeans, cotton). To
accelerate growth, Indigo has been offering farmers a small premium
to existing crop prices to use its seeds, and the combination of high
yields and this premium makes it economical for farmers to try. It
recently noted that its cotton solution helped increase yields by 14% in
Texas. In 2017, it raised more than $200 million (Series D) with
investors that included the Investment Corporation of Dubai, Baillie
Gifford, and the Alaska Permanent Fund. The company was spun out
of Flagship Pioneering in 2013. It is based in Boston, Massachusetts.
• Inocucor – Inocucor develops microbial solutions to help improve crop
growth and focuses on microbial consortia (combinations of bacteria,
yeasts, and molds that do not usually cohabit in nature). The products
can be applied as a seed drench or via irrigation/spray, on farms or in
greenhouses. One of its products is Synergro (live microbes that boost
root vigor, increase quality and yields, and reduce crop loss) which can
be used with a variety of crops (e.g., strawberries, tomatoes, leafy
greens, broccoli, cucumbers, melons, and fruit trees). Synergro Free
is a related bio-fertilizer additive that can be applied on farms
(soybean, corn, wheat, etc.). The company recently announced the
acquisition of ATP Nutrition, which produces science-based plant
nutrients for field crops. Inocucor also recently announced that it
closed a $38.5 million Series B round. Investors include Pontifax
AgTech, Cycle Capital Management, Desjardins Innovatech, Cairn
Investments, and TPG ART. It is based in Montreal, Canada with a
major new office near Denver, Colorado.
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• Kaiima – Kaiima Bio-Agritech is a genetics and breeding technology
company that develops platforms to improve plant productivity for
agriculture. Its CastorMaxx platform is focused on creating hybrids that
improve yields. Its EP platform is a proprietary non-GMO based
technology that improves crop productivity using a plant’s own DNA.
The platform uses genetics and breeding programs and works with all
major crops. Kaiima has focused on developing varieties of corn, soy,
rice, wheat, and tomatoes. In 2017, it announced a partnership with
BASF to identify herbicide resistance traits using the EP technology
platform, and a partnership with Beck’s to improve corn hybrid yields.
In 2013, it announced a $65 million capital raise. Investors include
Horizons Ventures, the International Financial Corporation (IFC),
Infinity Group, DFJ, DFJ-Tamir Fishman, Mitsui, KPCB, Oberlee, and
Musea Ventures. It is based in Israel.
• NewLeaf Symbiotics – NewLeaf develops microbial solutions, with a
focus on a particular type of bacteria – PPFMs (Pink Pigmented
Facultative Methylotrophs). It has developed a bioinformatics platform
(Prescriptive Biologics Knowledge Base) as a tool to develop microbial
solutions. PPFMs utilize methanol and other plant waste materials,
and produce nutrients that plants absorb. In February 2018, the
company announced its Terrasym product line and commercial
availability of two seed treatment products that use its proprietary Mtroph beneficial bacteria technology. Terrasym 401 is a seed treatment
for soybeans that helps enhance nutrition and maximize yields.
Terrasym 402 is applied to peanuts and assists in improving yields.
NewLeaf expects to introduce many additional Terrasym solutions over
time. In late 2017, it announced a second close to a $30 million round.
Investors include Monsanto, Otter Capital, S2G Ventures, The Yard
Ventures, Lewis & Clark Ventures, Rockport Capital, Pangaea
Ventures, and Open Prairie Ventures. The company is based in St.
Louis, Missouri.
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• Provivi – Provivi develops pheromone-based alternatives to
conventional insecticides. By using the same pheromone molecules
that insects use to communicate, it has developed products that help
reduce pest populations and crop damage without the potentially
harmful side-effects of conventional insecticides. It recently received
U.S. EPA registration approval for its first pheromone active ingredient
and for its first end-use product (a Fall armyworm dispenser). In late
2017, it announced a $21 million first close of a $31.5 million round.
Investors include Kairos Ventures, Spruce Capital, BASF Venture
Capital, and DuPont Pioneer. It is based in Santa Monica, California.
• Protix Biosystems – Protix is focused on using insects for agricultural
applications, including breeding insects for animal feed. It indicates
that insects offer a low-impact protein alternative that can also be
highly economical. Its offerings include Lipid X (for livestock feed) and
Protein X (generally for pet food). It has also developed an insectbased fertilizer for plants (Flytilizer X) that takes advantages of the
chitin in insect exoskeletons (which is a part of an insect’s defense
against fungi and parasites and is also believed to work for crops). Its
offerings are used in a variety of animal feeds and pet foods. It recently
acquired Fair Insects, which breeds and sells insects as food
(grasshoppers, crickets). In June 2017, it announced a funding round
of 45 million euros from investors that included Aqua-Spark,
Rabobank, BOM, and others. It is based in the Netherlands.
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Other AgTech Technologies
Miscellaneous AgTech Products and Solutions
There are dozens of other emerging technology solutions related to
agriculture. We cannot address all of them, but below are a few highlights:
• Aqua Farming – Fish are generally much more efficient at converting
feed than animals and there is growing interest in “fish farms” and
“aquaculture” in general. According to Knowledge Sourcing
Intelligence, the global aquaculture market was more than $176 billion
in 2017. However, there have historically been a variety of issues with
aquafarms (sea lice and parasites, poor fish health, escaping fish,
inefficient feeding, etc.) and growing interest in using advanced
technologies to resolve these issues and improve operations. There
are a variety of companies operating innovative types of aquafarms
and/or developing new technologies to improve fish farm operations.
• Food Traceability and Safety – Many companies provide products or
services related to testing food products for safety, tracing potential
issues that occur, and meeting the FDA’s Food Safety Modernization
Act (FSMA). This includes tags/tracers on food and supply chain
tracking software. There is also growing interest in using blockchain
technology for tracking food across the supply chain (e.g., IBM is
working with Wal-Mart, Unilever, Dole, and many other major food
suppliers/sellers on using blockchain for tracking from farms to stores).
• Inspection/Analysis Equipment – Historically, classifying the quality
of agricultural products (rice, grains, etc.) was done manually and was
very subjective. As a result, there are companies developing solutions
to more rapidly and rigorously inspect these types of products.
• Soil Testing Services – Several companies analyze soil samples and
provide reports and recommendations on improving crop production.
• Supply Chain – There is a long supply chain between the farm and
consumers. A number of companies are focused on technologies to
improve various aspects of the agricultural supply chain.
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• Plant-Based Alternatives – There are several companies that have
developed plant-based alternatives to traditional animal-based meat
(reportedly, they taste similar to real meat).
Select Other Private AgTech Solutions Companies
The following are some examples of private companies addressing one of
the segments mentioned above.
• AgShift – AgShift develops autonomous food inspection systems. Its
solutions use deep learning models to analyze produce for defects. It
can perform quality assessments and determine whether USDA or
other specifications are being met. The software can help sharply
decrease claims and rejection rates across the food industry, as well
as reduce food waste. AgShift provides a data visualization dashboard
to analyze inspection data captured across the supply chain and can
produce actionable recommendations. In March 2018, it announced a
$2 million seed round, including an investment from Exfinity Ventures.
It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Aquabyte – Aquabyte uses machine learning and computer vision
technologies for the aquaculture industry. Its Iris underwater camera
and Oracle software platform provide a variety of features such as sea
lice recognition and counting, biomass estimation, feed optimization,
and appetite detection to improve fish farming operations. In January
2018, it announced a $3.5 million seed round. Investors include NEA,
Costanoa, Alliance Venture, Struck Capital, and Princeton University.
It is based in San Francisco, California with an office in Norway.
• Beyond Meat – Beyond Meat is focused on creating protein products
from plants. Its Beyond Burger is a plant-based “meat” patty that is
generally in the meat aisle in grocery stores. The protein comes
primarily from peas, although they use beets to provide a color similar
to traditional beef patties. It recently announced that its Beyond
Sausage product is available at Whole Foods. Its products are sold in
more than 5,000 stores. In early 2018, it announced that TGI Fridays
was adding its burger to the menu. In December 2017, it announced
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a $55 million capital raise with investors that included Cleveland
Avenue and Tyson Foods. It is based in El Segundo, California.
• Clear Labs – Clear Labs performs next-generation sequencing (NGS)
testing, in which sequencing of genomes are done in parallel, allowing
for the analysis of a significant number of genomic targets with a single
test. This can be used to verify that supplier claims are accurate and
raw ingredients are authentic. It can also classify microbiomes in food
samples and identify GMOs. The focus is on helping ensure food
safety and identifying issues with incoming ingredients. It raised $13
million in late 2016. Investors include GV (Google), Khosla Ventures,
Wing VC, Tencent, and Felicis Ventures. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• FoodLogiQ – FoodLogiQ provides a variety of food safety related
solutions. Its software products include Manage + Monitor (helps
ensure food safety audits are tracked and compliance requirements
are met), Trace + Track (traceability across the supply chain), Recall +
Response (helps implement a recall across the supply chain if
necessary), and Connect (manage supplier quality). Customers
include Whole Foods, Subway, Five Guys, and Buffalo Wild Wings. It
recently had a $19.5 million funding. Investors include Renewal Funds,
Testo, Tyson Ventures, Pontifax AgTech, Nicola Wealth Management,
and Greenhouse Capital. It is based in Durham, North Carolina.
• Full Profile (AgriDigital) – Full Profile has developed the AgriDigital
platform (the company is often referred to as AgriDigital). AgriDigital
is an integrated, cloud-based commodity management solution for
global agricultural supply chains. It includes modules for transactions
(buying and selling), storage, finance, and reporting. The company
indicates that it is an early leader in using blockchain technologies to
manage the agricultural supply chain. An article from early 2018
indicated that It has over 1,300 users and that more than $360 million
in grower payments have been made over its system. It had a $5.5
million funding round earlier this year including an investment from
Square Peg Capital. The company is based in Australia.
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• ImpactVision – ImpactVision uses hyperspectral imaging for food
safety applications (hyperspectral cameras were discussed earlier in
the chapter). It captures hyperspectral images of foods and, using
spectroscopy techniques and machine learning software, can
determine the nutritional content, freshness levels, and how much
protein, fat, or sugar the food contains. This can be used to monitor
freshness and reduce food waste (it indicates about $1 trillion of food
per year is wasted). It can also help prevent food fraud and increase
safety. The company raised a $1.4 million seed round in October 2017.
Investors include Acre Venture Partners, AgFunder, Xandex Ventures,
and Merian Ventures. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Impossible Foods – Impossible Foods has developed “meat”
products made from plants. Its initial product is the Impossible Burger,
which it indicates cooks and tastes like traditional burgers. It states
that the critical differentiator is heme which is found in hemoglobin
(which makes blood red and helps carry oxygen throughout the body).
It notes that heme gives the meaty taste to animal proteins and that by
adding heme from plants, vegetable burgers can be made to taste like
beef burgers. It specifically uses soy leghemoglobin. Its products are
used in more than 40 restaurants and White Castle recently
announced plans for an “Impossible Slider.” It plans to target grocery
stores once volumes increase and is exploring replacing other types of
meat. In 2017, it announced a $75 million capital raise. Investors
include Temasek, Open Philanthropy, Bill Gates, Khosla Ventures,
Horizons Ventures, GV, Viking, and UBS. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Ripe.io – Ripe.io is focused on using blockchain to improve the
tracking and traceability of the agricultural supply chain. It provides
digital food bundles to track food ingredients. It indicates that its
technology can transparently track food products to provide real-time
data on food safety and delivery and provide consumers with trusted
information about food products. Ripe.io believes that using blockchain
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across the supply chain can enhance efficiencies and improve quality,
traceability, and economics. It is based in San Francisco, California.
• SafeTraces – SafeTraces (formerly DNATrek) has developed
technology (“DNA-based barcodes”) to directly trace foods throughout
the supply chain. Its tracers are made from natural sources and can
tag most types of food (produce, meats, liquids). The tracers are
invisible, tasteless, and odorless. They can be applied with standard
coating steps (e.g., during the normal washing/coating process that
many fruits and vegetables go through) or as an ingredient.
Subsequently, the food can be tested using a simple handheld device.
By tagging the food itself, rather than the packaging, foods can be more
accurately tracked, improving food safety and the supply chain. If a
food issue occurs, the item can quickly be traced to its origin. Its
solutions can also track other types of products and it recently
announced delivery of the world's first DNA-based traceability systems
for fertilizer to twenty manufacturers. In October 2017, it raised a $6.5
million Series A round. Investors include Omidyar Network, UL
Ventures, S2G Ventures, Maumee Ventures, City Light Capital, and
Tuscan Management. It is based in Pleasanton, California.
• Sample6 – Sample6 is focused on food safety and compliance
software. Its Integrated Food Risk Intelligence (IFRI) “Control”
software helps ensure compliance with the FDA’s Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA) and environmental requirements. Sample6
indicates that, unlike alternatives, its solution integrates all of the key
features and functions needed for food safety (e.g., sample handling,
reporting, corrective actions, scheduling, floor plans, etc.). The
company targets becoming a central hub for food safety data and
indicates that it has over 50 companies using its solutions. It also
developed a rapid pathogen detection technology but divested it to
IEH. Investors include Acre Venture Partners, Canaan, Cultivian
Sandbox, and Valley Oak. It is based in Woburn, Massachusetts.
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• Trace Genomics – Trace provides soil analysis to help optimize soil
health and prevent diseases. Farmers provide soil samples, and Trace
analyzes the soil for a broad range of pathogens. It can also determine
oxygen status, fungal and bacterial diversity, and level of plant growthpromoting bacteria. In addition, it offers customized microbiome
analysis and can help evaluate how the soil improves based on
treatments. Trace extracts the nucleic acid from samples, and the
DNA sequences are then analyzed using its proprietary microbial
discovery and analytics platform, which creates easy to read reports.
It indicates that proper soil management can improve crop yields by
30%. Investors include SVG Partners and Thrive AgTech Venture &
Innovation Platform. It is based in San Francisco, California.
• Vibe Imaging Analytics – Vibe’s QM is an analysis and inspection
instrument that measures, counts, and classifies the size, shape, and
color of grains. It can be used to inspect rice (determine the
percentage of broken kernels, size, color, anomalies, etc.) or other
types of grains (wheat, sesame, beans, chickpeas, etc.) for quality
control, grading, and supply chain optimization. Historically, this type
of inspection was done manually and was highly subjective, leading to
potential issues between suppliers (sellers) and customers (buyers).
The QM can help reduce inspection time by 10X with less costs, and
also provides more accurate and less subjective analysis. Vibe also
provides a variety of software tools for complex analysis. Its solution
uses a combination of computer vision, machine learning, data
analytics, and application knowledge. In addition, Vibe offers cloud
services in which it analyzes images provided by customers.
Announced customers include Bunge, Pirmi, Riceland, and Sugat.
The company is based in Capitola, California.
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Chapter 3: Select AgTech M&A Transactions
“Agriculture is our wisest pursuit, because it will in the end contribute
most to real wealth, good morals, and happiness.”
-

Thomas Jefferson

Introduction
AgTech M&A Transactions
This chapter provides details on AgTech-related M&A transactions. The first
section highlights a few recent large general agricultural deals. The next
section includes a table with more than 80 M&A transactions specifically in
the “high-tech” AgTech sector since the beginning of 2014.

Select M&A Transactions
Major General AgTech M&A Deals
The agriculture industry has historically seen a lot of M&A activity, with a
large number of transactions each year. In general, most of these
transactions involved acquisitions of companies that sell chemicals and
biotechnology related products (seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, animal feed,
etc.) or provide traditional farming equipment. A few examples of relatively
recent extremely large agricultural M&A transactions include:
• ChemChina/Syngenta – In February 2016, ChemChina announced it
was acquiring Syngenta for $43 billion. Swiss-based Syngenta is one
of the world’s largest suppliers of pesticides, seeds, and other
agricultural products. It was the largest acquisition by a Chinese
company. The transaction closed in June 2017.
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• Bayer/Monsanto (and Bayer/BASF) – In September 2016, Bayer
agreed to acquire Monsanto for $66 billion. Monsanto is one of the
largest agricultural products companies in the world. The transaction
has been under various reviews for over 18 months, but in early April
2018 it was announced that the U.S. Department of Justice would
approve the transaction subject to certain divestitures. In October
2017, to help meet regulatory requirements, Bayer agreed to divest
parts of its seed and herbicide businesses to BASF for 5.9 billion euros.
It also recently agreed to divest its digital farming unit to BASF (both,
subject to the Monsanto deal closing). However, the Bayer/Monsanto
transaction has still not yet closed as of mid-April, 2018.
• Potash/Agrium (Nutrien) – In September 2016, Potash and Agrium
(Canada’s two largest fertilizer companies) agreed to a merger. The
transaction was basically a merger of equals (Potash’s shareholders
owned 52% of the merged company after the deal). At the time of the
announcement, the combined value was about $27 billion. It took over
a year to obtain the required regulatory approvals and the deal closed
at the beginning of 2018. The merged entity was renamed Nutrien.
Many Other Major Agricultural M&A Deals
While not as massive as those listed above, there have been several other
major AgTech deals during the past few years. For example, as part of the
Dow/DuPont merger, DuPont was required by regulators to divest its Crop
Protection unit (which sells herbicides and insecticides) and subsequently
announced the sale of the business to FMC for cash and working capital of
$1.6 billion in March 2017. FMC previously acquired Denmark-based
Cheminova (pesticides and other crop chemicals) for $1.8 billion (closed in
2015). In 2012, BASF acquired Becker Underwood (seed treatments and
crop protection) for $1 billion and Bayer acquired Agraquest (biological pest
management solutions) for $425 million. On the equipment side, in May
2016, Japanese tractor company Kubota announced the acquisition of Great
Plains Manufacturing (tillage, drills, sprayers, etc.) for $430 million. In early
2018, Mexichem announced the acquisition of 80% of Netafim (irrigation
systems) from Permira for an enterprise value of $1.9 billion.
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Growing Number of High-Tech Deals
In total, there have been several hundred agricultural-related transactions in
recent years. Most of the targets have been either biotech/chemical
companies or conventional agriculture equipment providers. However, there
has been a growing number of acquisitions of targets that sell software or
high-tech hardware products.
High-Tech M&A Transactions List
The following table is a list of select “high-tech” AgTech M&A transactions
(from 2014 through April 15, 2018). We generally excluded deals in which
the target company provided biotechnology, chemical, or conventional
agricultural solutions (i.e., the focus is on software or hardware targets). This
is not intended to be a comprehensive list but provides a sense for the
transactions that have occurred. In most cases, the transaction value was
undisclosed. In some cases, the valuation data is from 3rd party data sources
(and may or may not be accurate). In general, the announced date of the
transaction is used (rather than the closing date).
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Announce
Date
Apr-18

Acquirer
BASF

Target
Bayer's Digital
Farming Unit

Target Products
Software for managing fields/crops, crop
protection, timing, scouting , and analysis
(subject to Bayer/Monsanto deal closing).

Mar-18

Syngenta

Strider

Software for tracking operations, pesticide
decision support, satellite imagery
analysis, and sensors to track machinery.

Brazil

Mar-18

DTN

Spensa
Technologies

SaaS software and hardware to help
growers. Includes scouting software, pest
control, and insight analytics.

USA

Mar-18

Deal Value Revenue
($M)
Multiple

Sabziwala
LivLush
Farmer connect, pricing data, and supply
(now Kamatan) (Green AgTech) chain for fruits and vegetables. Merged
company renamed Kamatan.

Target's
Country
Germany

USA

Feb-18

Syngenta

Farmshots

Provides high-resolution satellite imagery
to detect plant health by analyzing
absorbed light from field images.

USA

Feb-18

Proagrica
(RELX Group)

SST Software

Precision agriculture software solutions
(reporting, record keeping, data collection,
soil sampling, etc.).

USA

Feb-18

Mexichem

Netafim (80%
of company)

Major smart irrigation solutions provider.
Was previously acquired by Permira for
800M euros in 2011.

Jan-18

Freight Farms

Cabbige

Online business management application
designed for small-scale farmers.

USA

Jan-18

SkySquirrel
(now VineView)

VineView
Imaging

Hyperspectral imagery to provide wine
growers with data about the health of their
grapevines.

USA

Nov-17

Yara

Agronomic
Technology

Nitrogen management solutions that can
provide field-specific fertilizer and other
recommendations to growers.

USA

Oct-17

MDA
(renamed Maxar)

DigitalGlobe

Provides high resolution Earth imagery and
information for various applications,
including agriculture.

Oct-17

EFC Systems

AgSolver

Suite of tools used to analyze data to
provide recommendations for agriculture
to increase profitability.
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Announce
Date
Sep-17

Acquirer
John Deere

Target
Blue River
Technology

Target Products
Machine vision "see and spray" tools that
help famers scan fields, assess crops, and
eliminate weeds.

Aug-17

DuPont

Granular

Farm management software to improve
operations. Also runs AcreValue.com, a
marketplace for farmland real estate.

$300

USA

Jul-17

AGCO

Monsanto's
Precision
Planting unit

Monitoring, control, and hardware to
enable better precision seeding, data
collection, and higher yields.

$198

USA

Jun-17

Plenty

Bright Agrotech Variety of tools (ZipFarm) for vertical
farming and greenhouses. Also provides
online learning for indoor farming.

USA

Jun-17

Mastronardi

Backyard Farms Tomato growing using greenhouses and
hydroponic technology (no soil).

USA

May-17

Trimble

MullerElektronik

ECUs and embedded software for tractors
and farming equipment; helped develop
ISOBUS communication protocol.

May-17

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

HydroBio

SaaS company that uses satellite image
driven analytics to conserve water and
maximize crop yields.

USA

Apr-17

Constellation
Software

Dealer
Information
Systems (DIS)

Business system software. One of its
target verticals is agricultural material
handling dealers and distributors.

USA

Apr-17

TBG

Schneider
Electric's DTN
Unit

SaaS platform that provides market data
and analytics, weather, and news.
Agriculture is a target market.

Apr-17

BASF

ZedX

Integration of weather, plant, pest, and
management models to support farm
production decisions.

USA

Mar-17

Inflexion PE
Partners

Cawood
Scientific

Analytical laboratory testing services with
a focus on agriculture (water, soil,
fertilizer, animals, etc.).

UK

Dec-16

Scott's Miracle
Grow

Oso
Technologies

Remote soil moisture sensor for indoor or
outdoor plants, and a database of plants
and soil types.

USA
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Announce
Date
Dec-16

Acquirer
AgJunction

Target
Target Products
GAC2 controller product (software and
Forkwork's
hardware) for precision agriculture
GAC2
Controller Unit applications.

Nov-16

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

VitalFields
(WeatherMe)

Nov-16

Scott's Miracle
Grow

Blossom
(IConservo)

Sep-16

SGS

Unigeo

Aug-16

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

Aug-16

Deal Value Revenue
($M)
Multiple

Cloud-based software and mobile apps for
plant disease modeling, tracking climatic
patterns, and farm management.

Target's
Country
Argentina

Estonia

Developed "smart-sprinkler" system and
an app (Gro) to help ensure smart
irrigation.

USA

Soil sampling, satellite and drone imagery,
and online software for farm monitoring
and management.

USA

SupraSensor

Nitrate sensor technology and solutions.
Also developing precipitation and soil
sensors.

USA

Scott's Miracle
Grow

Botanicare

Plant nutrients and growing systems for
hydroponic growing of plants.

USA

Aug-16

Trimble

Airbus' AxioNet Unit

Highly accurate, satellite-based positioning
and navigation information. Agriculture is
one major focus sector.

Aug-16

Scott's Miracle
Grow

Gavita Holland
(75% stake)

Lighting solutions for horticulture (and
retail) including electronic fixtures, plasma
fixtures, and lamps.

Jun-16

HydroPoint Data
Systems

Baseline

Smart irrigation solutions for agricultural
applications.

USA

Jun-16

Virtus Nutrition

Farmeron

Software for managing livestock farms
(collects many types of animal data and
assists with decision making).

USA /
Croatia

Jun-16

GrainGrowers

PASource

Software and services for processing and
managing agricultural data (NVDI imagery,
yield data, elevation data, etc.).

May-16

Kubota

Great Plains
Manufacturing

Broad range of farming equipment
(seeding, spraying, grounds maintenance,
etc.) and trucking services.
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Announce
Date
May-16

Deal Value Revenue
($M)
Multiple

Target's
Country
Bulgaria

Acquirer
Yara

Target
MicroAccount

Target Products
Farm management and precision farming
software and hardware systems
(inventory, management, contracts, etc.).

Apr-16

Greengro
Technology

Grow Camera

Self-contained, Wi-Fi enabled, NDVI
cameras and temperature/humidity
sensors.

USA

Apr-16

AgData
(Vista Equity)

Focus
Technology

Database management and data
warehousing for the agriculture and animal
health industries.

USA

Apr-16

Alltech

Keenan

Mar-16

John Deere

Hagie

Mar-16

Toyota

Mar-16

Cattle feed mixer wagons and related
technologies.

Ireland

High precision sprayer technology with
integrated wireless and other advanced
features.

USA

Jaybridge
Robotics team

Autonomous vehicle technologies, with a
focus on agriculture and mining
(reportedly a team hire not an acquisition).

USA

Rivulis Irrigation

Agam
Advanced
Agronomy

Fertilizer and irrigation optimization
software for farmers using satellite based
imaging sensors.

Israel

Feb-16

Bayer

proPlant

Plant health diagnosis and infection level
warning services provider.

Germany

Feb-16

Afimilk

Silent
Herdsman

Feb-16

Ritchie Bros.

Mascus
International

Online marketplace for used agricultural
vehicles and farm equipment, and other
types of equipment.

Feb-16

Bayer

IntelMax's
Zoner Unit

Web platform for analysis of aerial and
satellite imagery, yield data, soil data,
topography, and other agricultural data.

Germany

Jan-16

GrubMarket

FarmBox

Online marketplace and delivery service
for farm products directly to consumers.

USA

Developed a neck-collar monitoring
system to detect estrus and health
problems in cows.
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Announce
Date
Dec-15

Acquirer
Cargill

Target
Format
International

Target Products
Feed formulation software to help with
feed optimization for farm animals and
other markets.

Dec-15

Salford Group

SAF-Holland's
AerWay unit

Tillage systems, seeders, tandems, and
other types of farming equipment.

Canada

Nov-15

Farmlink
Marketing

Farm At Hand

Software platform and consultants to help
farmers manage operations (records,
inventory, sales).

Canada

Nov-15

John Deere

Monosem

Precision seed planting technology,
equipment, and vehicles to improve crop
performance.

Nov-15

Trimble

Agri-Trend

Farm management platform and network
of agricultural consultants that provide
advice on improving farm operations.

Oct-15

Syngenta

Jul-15

Planet Labs

Jun-15

Kind Manage

Jun-15

Topcon

Norac

Products to improve farm efficiency (e.g.,
systems to precisely maintain spray height
for fertilizer or plant protection).

May-15

PerkinElmer

Perten

Advanced analytical instruments for
quality control of food, grain, flour, and
feed.

Sweden

Apr-15

NZX

iFarm New
Zealand

Livestock market data including pricing,
export information, and stock sales in New
Zealand.

New
Zealand

Apr-15

Trimble

HarvestMark
(from
YottaMark)

Ag Connections Crop management software to make farms
more efficient, and experienced crop
management specialists.
BlackBridge

Provider of satellite imagery and
geospatial solutions, with a focus on
agricultural markets.

Surna's Agrisoft Seed to sales compliance software for
Assets
agriculture with a focus on the cannabis
sector.

Fresh food traceability and insights
platform including on-demand tools and
analytics to help optimize quality.
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Announce
Date
Apr-15

Acquirer
Granular

Target
AcreValue

Apr-15

Scott's Miracle
Grow

General
Hydroponics

Mar-15

Topcon

Mar-15

Target Products
Automated farmland valuation models that
improve the efficiency and transparency of
the farmland real estate markets.

Deal Value Revenue
($M)
Multiple

Target's
Country
USA

Hydroponic systems and nutrients.

$130

USA

Digi-Star

Electronic sensing systems, machine
control units, and data management
software for agricultural equipment.

$133

USA

AgJunction

Novariant

Automated steering and machine control
technologies and IP for precision
agriculture applications.

USA

Feb-15

Jain Irrigation

PureSense
Environmental

Software that monitors and remotely
controls irrigation sensors, water pumps,
and other devices.

USA

Jan-15

BayWa

PC-Agrar

Jan-15

Surna

Agrisoft
(66% stake)

Seed to sales compliance software for
agriculture with a focus on the cannabis
sector.

Jan-15

Farmers Edge

GranDuke
Geomatics

Custom software solutions and geospatial
applications for precision agriculture
(fertilizer and yield maps, etc.).

Canada

Dec-14

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

640 Labs

Devices that plug into farming equipment
and collect data which can be used to
analyze and improve operations.

USA

Dec-14

John Deere

Auteq
Telematica

Software and computer company with a
focus on sugarcane data processing (data
for planting and crop care).

Brazil

Dec-14

Calyx

Cannigistics
Agri-Solutions

Enterprise software platform focused on
advanced indoor agriculture and improving
indoor farming operations.

Canada

Dec-14

Trimble

Iron Solutions

Market data (equipment pricing) and
analytics for equipment dealerships with a
focus on agricultural vehicles/equipment.

USA

Software and systems for farmers to help
reduce expenses, improve operations, and
increase profits.
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Announce
Date
Oct-14

Acquirer
Agrian

Target
Altamont
Computers

Oct-14

Vistex

MyAgri

SAP Business All-in-One partner solutions
in Colombia for agro-industrial companies.

Oct-14

Valmont
Industries

AgSense
(majority
stake)

Platform helps growers tie irrigation
decision making to field, crop, and weather
conditions to improve operations.

Jun-14

Reed Business
Information

Farmade
Management

Crop management and agronomy software
to help improve agriculture.

Jun-14

Hexagon

iLab Sistemas

Software optimization tools for crop
growth (planting, harvesting, logistics
planning, forecasting).

Jun-14

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

Yield Pop

May-14

Raven Industries

SBG Precision
Farming

GPS steering systems for a variety of
agricultural applications.

Apr-14

Hexagon

Arvus
Technologia

High-end equipment and software
products designed for precision farming
and the forestry industry.

Feb-14

Monsanto's
Climate Corp.

Solum's Soil
Analysis unit

No-Wait Nitrate platform which offers realtime measurement of soil nitrate levels
from the field.

USA

Jan-14

Dairy.com

QA Studio

Quality assurance and food traceability
software provider to the dairy industry.

USA

Jan-14

Tempcon

Environmonitors

Solutions to measure and record climate
and the growing environment. Includes
prediction and decision making tools.

UK

Dec-13

Trimble

C3 Consulting

Agricultural software firm combining crop
information with detailed soil data,
enabling better crop yields.

USA

Target Products
Software for land management programs
and mobile mapping applications for
enterprise agriculture operations.

Deal Value Revenue
($M)
Multiple

Target's
Country
USA

Columbia

$17

USA

USA

Brazil

Helps farmers improve their seed and
chemistry purchases by providing product
performance data and analytics.

Switzerland

$5

0.8

Netherlands

Brazil

Sources: PitchBook, 451Group, press releases, public news articles.
.
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Appendix: Select Private AgTech Companies
“Without agriculture it is not possible to have a city, stock
market, banks, university, church, or army. Agriculture is the
foundation of civilization and any stable economy.”
-

Allan Savory

Introduction
This Appendix includes an alphabetical list of the private companies
highlighted in chapter 2. This is not meant to be a comprehensive list of
private AgTech companies as there are at least several hundred other startups that could have been included. We tried to include a cross-section of
different types of companies including some of the higher profile companies
that have had large capital raises as well as a number of smaller less wellknown start-ups. Similarly, we tried to include companies addressing a
variety of different AgTech segments. We note that the descriptions contain
only publicly available information about the private companies, even if we
have met with management and have additional information.

Brief Summaries of Select Private AgTech Companies
The following is an alphabetical list of the private AgTech companies
highlighted in this report. More details about each of these companies are
included in chapter 2.
• Abundant Robotics – Abundant Robotics is developing robotic
solutions for picking apples. Its solutions are self-driving vehicles that
utilize vacuum technology to pick. It is based in Hayward, California.
• AeroFarms – AeroFarms runs indoor farms which use LEDs,
aeroponic mist, sensors, and data analytics. Crops include kale,
arugula, herbs, and other greens. It is based in Newark, New Jersey.
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• AgBiome – AgBiome’s gene and strain identification system enables
it to capture and screen microbial collections for agriculturally relevant
applications. It is based in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
• AgData – AgData enables agriculture and animal health industry
participants to collect and analyze complex sales data and manage
marketing strategies. It is based in Charlotte, North Carolina.
• AgDNA – AgDNA provides a farming software platform (mapping,
harvest tracking, financial reporting, etc.). Its Pixel Profit calculates
profit by zone. It is based in San Francisco, California and Australia.
• Ag Leader – Ag Leader’s products include in-cab control/monitoring
displays, autosteering control, seed planting control, and a cloudbased data management platform. It is based in Ames, Iowa.
• Agremo – Agremo provides an agricultural sensing and analysis
platform for drone operators and farmers. It analyzes images and
provides a broad range of statistics. It is based in Serbia.
• Agribotix – Agribotix provides an analytics platform that takes drone
data and turns it useable information and maps. It also provides
modified drones for agriculture. It is based in Boulder, Colorado.
• Agrilyst – Agrilyst has developed a software platform that helps indoor
farms manage their crops. It provides real-time visualization of critical
data to improve decision making. It is based in Brooklyn, New York.
• AgShift – AgShift develops autonomous food inspection systems. Its
solutions use deep learning models to analyze produce for defects and
determine if quality specifications are met. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Aibono – Aibono develops real-time analytics and AI software to help
optimize farm economics, including increasing yields and optimizing
planting and harvesting times. It is based in Bangalore, India.
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• American Robotics – American Robotics provides drones for farms.
Its Scout is a multi-rotor fully autonomous drone that can survey an
entire farm without piloting. It is based in Marlborough, Massachusetts.
• Apeel Sciences – Apeel uses extracts from the peels and seeds of
fruits and vegetables to create a natural solution (Edipeel) that extends
the shelf life of fruits and vegetables. It is based in Goleta, California.
• Aquabyte – Aquabyte uses machine learning and computer vision to
help optimize fish farming. Its underwater camera can count sea lice
and optimize feeding times. It is based in San Francisco, California.
• Arable – Arable has developed an “all-in-one” crop monitor (Mark) that
collects over 40 different pieces of data including precipitation, soil
moisture, radiation, and weather. It is based in Princeton, New Jersey.
• ASI – ASI develops robotics and autonomous technologies. It
developed the autonomous systems for the high-profile New Holland
and Case IH autonomous tractors. It is based in Logan, Utah.
• Benson Hill – Benson Hill has developed a crop design platform
(CropOS) that combines machine learning with genome editing to
accelerate crop development. It is based in St. Louis, Missouri.
• Beyond Meat – Beyond Meat is focused on creating protein products
from plants. Its Beyond Burger “meat” patties are made from peas and
other plant products. It is based in El Segundo, California.
• BioConsortia – BioConsortia specializes in the discovery and
development of natural microbial products for agricultural applications.
It is based in Davis, California with an R&D office in New Zealand.
• Bowery Farming – Bowery Farming operates indoor vertical farms. It
uses LED lighting, purified water, and zero pesticides. Its products
include kale, arugula, lettuce, and basil. It is based in New York City.
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• Brite Solar – Brite Solar has developed transparent photovoltaic glass
that enables light to pass but also generates energy (solar power) to
help power greenhouses. It is based in Greece.
• Cainthus – Cainthus uses machine vision predictive imaging analysis
to monitor the health of both crops and livestock. It also provides facial
recognition for individual animals. It is based in Dublin, Ireland.
• Caribou Biosciences – Caribou is focused on CRISPR-Cas genome
editing. It is developing crops that incorporate drought tolerance and
disease resistance. It is based in Berkeley, California.
• Cattle Watch – Cattle Watch develops collar-based sensors and
software to track animal herds. The sensors can provide data about
the health of individual cows. It is based in Israel.
• Ceres Imaging – Ceres provides aerial imaging solutions and
analytics for agriculture. It captures high-resolution aerial imagery from
planes and provides data/images. It is based in Oakland, California.
• CIBO – CIBO develops software and simulation solutions with a focus
on agriculture (e.g., track crop stress, simulate weather/yield impacts,
improve production). It is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
• Clear Labs – Clear Labs performs next-generation sequencing (NGS)
testing to, among other things, verify ingredients are authentic and
identify microbiomes in food samples. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Conservis – Conservis provides farm management and analytical
software including tools for planning, budgeting, purchasing, inventory
management, and settlements. It is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• CropX – CropX sells sensors and software for real-time monitoring of
soil. It indicates that its “Internet of Soil” solutions can provide water
and energy savings of up to 25%. It is based in Israel.
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• DairyMaster – DairyMaster provides milking parlors and a sensor to
monitor the health of cows to improve yields and determine whether
they are in heat. It is based in Kerry, Ireland.
• Descartes Labs – Descartes Labs has developed a machine learning
data refinery platform for satellite imagery. One of its major target
markets is agriculture. It is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
• DTN – DTN provides data and tools for nitrogen optimization, weather
forecasting, spot pricing, grain trading, spraying recommendations,
and insect trapping/monitoring. It is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• Earth Rover – Earth Rover is developing autonomous farm vehicles
utilizing technologies developed for the ESA’s ExoMars Rover. It is
based in Oxfordshire, United Kingdom.
• EcoRobotix – EcoRobotix has developed an autonomous weeding
robot. Using vision processing and AI software, it can apply herbicide
only where needed. It is based in Switzerland.
• EFC Systems – EFC provides a variety of agriculture software
solutions to improve operations, analyze image data, track action
items, and increase profitability. It is based in Brentwood, Tennessee.
• ExcitePCR – ExcitePCR has developed a highly accurate portable
molecular diagnostic testing solution that can quickly test crops or
animals for invasive diseases. It is based in Pleasanton, California.
• Farmers Business Network (FBN) – FBN provides a range of data
(e.g., pricing) and analytics for farmers to improve decision making, as
well as other online services. It is based in San Carlos, California.
• Farmia – Farmia is an online exchange for buying and selling livestock,
including various types of cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs. Buyers can
search based on a variety of parameters. It is based in Serbia.
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• Farmers Edge – Farmers Edge offers farm management software that
integrates many functions (management of maps, equipment, jobs,
etc.) and decision support. It is based in Winnipeg, Canada.
• FarmLead – FarmLead is an online marketplace for farmers (including
an online grain marketplace). It also launched price discovery and
online grain testing services. It is based in Ottawa, Canada.
• FarmLogs – FarmLogs develops software for crop production and
marketing. Its solutions include tools for planning and imagery, with a
recent focus on marketing. It is based in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
• Farmobile – Farmobile provides a hardware device that connects to
farm vehicles and collects data (agronomic, engine, machine data),
geotags it, and records it. It is based in Overland Park, Kansas.
• FarmWise – FarmWise is developing autonomous technologies for
farms. Its initial product is an autonomous vegetable weeder that uses
computer vision and robotics. It is based in San Francisco, California.
• FieldIn – FieldIn provides sensors and software for pest control on
farms. Its solutions include sensors that work on any tractor and
software to track and analyze spraying operations. It is based in Israel.
• FluroSat – FluroSat uses hyperspectral imaging from drones or
satellites to analyze crop fields and identify potential issues (e.g.,
nutrient deficit, weeds, diseases). It is based in Australia.
• FoodLogiQ – FoodLogiQ provides a variety of food safety related
software solutions to ensure compliance, track audits, help with food
recalls, and provide traceability. It is based in Durham, North Carolina.
• Full Harvest – Full Harvest is an online marketplace for imperfect
crops, which are often discarded or wasted. It can help enhance the
profitability of farms. It is based in San Francisco, California.
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• Full Profile – Full Profile has developed the AgriDigital platform, a
cloud-based, blockchain-based solution for global agricultural supply
chains (buying, selling, storing, financing). It is based in Australia.
• Gamaya – Gamaya has developed a unique light-weight 40-band
hyperspectral camera and a machine learning software engine to help
optimize farm production. It is based in Lausanne, Switzerland.
• GeoVantage – GeoVantage provides digital aerial imagery for
precision agriculture and other applications. It provides multispectral
imagery to growers. It is based in North Andover, Massachusetts.
• Gingko Bioworks – Gingko uses a variety of software, robotics, and
analytics to automate the process of organism design. One major
application is agriculture. It is based in Boston, Massachusetts.
• Harvest Automation – Harvest develops mobile robots with a focus
on agricultural applications.
Its initial robot is optimized for
greenhouses and nurseries. It is based in Billerica, Massachusetts.
• HerdDogg – HerdDogg develops ear-tag sensor solutions for tracking
animal herds (primarily cattle). It can track animal activity as well as
temperature. It is based in Longmont, Colorado.
• HMicro – HMicro has developed high-reliability wireless sensing
platforms to measure vital signs. One application is to wirelessly
monitor farm animal health. It is based in Fremont, California.
• Illumitex – Illumitex develops LED-based lighting systems with a
specific focus on agricultural applications (greenhouses or indoor
farms). It is based in Austin, Texas.
• ImpactVision – ImpactVision uses hyperspectral imaging,
spectroscopy techniques, and machine learning software for food
safety analysis applications. It is based in Silicon Valley.
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• Impossible Foods – Impossible Foods has developed “meat”
products made from plants. Its initial product is the Impossible Burger,
which uses soy leghemoglobin. It is based in Silicon Valley.
• Indigo Agriculture – Indigo uses analytics to predict which microbes
are most beneficial to a plant’s health and applies the microbes as seed
coatings to boost crop yields. It is based in Boston, Massachusetts.
• Inocucor – Inocucor develops microbial solutions to help improve crop
growth and focuses on microbial consortia (combinations of bacteria,
yeasts, and molds). It is based in Montreal, Canada.
• Kaiima – Kaiima Bio-Agritech is a genetics and breeding technology
company that develops platforms to improve plant productivity for
agriculture. It is based in Israel.
• LettUs Grow – LettUs Grow develops advanced aeroponic irrigation
systems (hardware and control software) to help optimize growth and
yields in indoor farms. It is based in Bristol, United Kingdom.
• Lufa Farms – Lufa Farms grows crops in greenhouses on urban
rooftops. It uses ecologically friendly technologies and delivers weekly
baskets of produce to customers. It is based in Montreal, Canada.
• LumiGrow – LumiGrow sells LED-based lighting solutions for indoor
farming. Its products include efficient LED lighting fixtures, sensor
modules, and wireless controls. It is based in Emeryville, California.
• Maihuolang – Maihuolang is an e-commerce company focused on
selling agricultural products. It offers a range of e-commerce solutions
for farms and agriculture. It is based in China.
• Mercaris – Mercaris provides data on agricultural market conditions
and pricing. It has a trading platform that allows buyers and sellers to
trade physical commodities. It is based in Silver Spring, Maryland.
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• Moocall – Moocall develops sensors for animal management. Its
initial product is a calving sensor to determine when pregnant cows are
about to give birth. It is based in Dublin, Ireland.
• MotorLeaf – MotorLeaf develops AI-based software and hardware
solutions for indoor farms/greenhouses. Its solutions provide decision
support and help increase yields. It is based in Montreal, Canada.
• Naio Technologies – Naio develops autonomous robotic solutions for
agriculture, including a variety of weeding robots for various types of
crops. It is based near Toulouse, France.
• NewLeaf Symbiotics – NewLeaf has developed a bioinformatics
platform for microbe solutions (especially PPFMs) and has introduced
solutions for soybeans and peanuts. It is based in St. Louis, Missouri.
• OnFarm – OnFarm’s software integrates farm data from a variety of
sources (sensors, controllers, monitors) and provides a dashboard and
analytics to help improve operations. It is based in Fresno, California.
• Phytech – Phytech is a “plant IoT” company focused on sensing plantrelated data, analyzing the information, and providing status and
recommendations to growers. It is based in Israel.
• Pix4D – Pix4D creates maps and models from drone imagery. Its
Pix4Dmapper turns drone images into highly precise, georeferenced
2D maps and 3D models. It is based in Lausanne, Switzerland.
• PlantCare – PlantCare provides a variety of sensor and software
analysis solutions for farming applications. Its PlantControl CX
monitors soil moisture and other parameters. It is based in Switzerland.
• Plenty – Plenty focuses on indoor agricultural farming. It grows crops
vertically, without herbicides or pesticides. Its crops include greens,
plants, and lettuces. It is based in South San Francisco, California.
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• Plessey Semiconductors – Plessey sells GaN-on-Silicon LEDs,
including a family of LED solutions (Hyperion) optimized for agricultural
applications. It is based in Plymouth, United Kingdom.
• PrecisionHawk – PrecisionHawk provides imaging software, analytics
platforms, sensors, and complete drone solutions. Agriculture is one
target market. It is based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
• ProducePay – ProducePay has developed an online platform to help
farmers with financing and cash flow and announced an online trading
platform. It is based in Los Angeles, California.
• Prospera – Prospera uses crop sensors, data analytics, computer
vision, and artificial intelligence to help farmers achieve better yields,
healthier crops, and higher profits. It is based in Israel.
• Provivi – Provivi develops pheromone-based alternatives to
insecticides, reducing pest populations without the harmful effects of
many insecticides. It is based in Santa Monica, California.
• Protix Biosystems – Protix is focused on using insects for agricultural
applications, including breeding insects for animal feed, and insectbased fertilizers. It is based in the Netherlands.
• Resson – Resson provides an integrated crop assessment system
which can identify, classify, and localize anomalies, and utilizes
machine learning for insights. It is based in New Brunswick, Canada.
• Ripe.io – Ripe.io is focused on using blockchain to improve the
tracking and traceability of the agricultural supply chain. It is based in
San Francisco, California.
• SafeTraces – SafeTraces provides an invisible tasteless natural tracer
(“DNA-based barcodes”) to trace foods throughout the supply chain,
improving food safety. It is based in Pleasanton, California.
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• Sample6 – Sample6 is focused on food safety software. Its “Control”
software helps ensure that compliance and environmental
requirements are met. It is based in Woburn, Massachusetts.
• Saturas – Saturas develops miniature Stem Water Potential (SWP)
sensors that are embedded in the trunks of trees, vines, and plants to
enable intelligent irrigation systems. It is based in Israel.
• Semios – Semios provides onsite sensing and predictive analytics for
agricultural crops. It deploys a mesh network of various types of
sensors and electronics. It is based in Vancouver, Canada.
• Sentera – Sentera offers multispectral image sensors, and its software
uses drone images to provide color and NDVI maps to farmers. It also
provides drone upgrade kits. It is based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
• SimActive – SimActive provides an end-to-end photogrammetry
solution that can provide rapid processing of images from drones,
planes, and satellites. It is based in Montreal, Canada.
• SlantRange – SlantRange develops drone-based multispectral
imaging sensors and analytics platforms (SlantView Analytics) for
agricultural users. It is based in San Diego, California.
• Smart Ag – Smart Ag has solutions to create autonomous tractors
(SmartHP) and autonomous grain carts (AutoCart), and a tool that
collects equipment sensor data (SmartNX). It is based in Ames, Iowa.
• Soft Robotics – Soft Robotics develops robotic grippers. One focus
area is agricultural markets (harvesting crops without damaging them).
It is based in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
• SoilCares BV – SoilCares offers a “Lab-in-a-Box” solution that enables
rapid testing of soil samples. It includes spectrometers, prep tools, and
access to a huge soil database. It is based in the Netherlands.
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• Sundrop Farms – Sundrop grows crops hydroponically in indoor
greenhouses. It uses solar power and desalinated water and provides
fruits and vegetables. It is based in London, England and Australia.
• Swiim – Swiim provides software for intelligent water management. It
helps manage, monitor, and report upon all sources of agricultural
water to help optimize use. It is based in Denver, Colorado.
• TerrAvion – TerrAvion is an image delivery service that provides aerial
images to farmers. It works with operators that install TerrAvion
sensors on small planes. It is based in San Leandro, California.
• The Yield – The Yield uses a variety of sensors, software analytics,
and apps to provide better decision making for agricultural
applications. It is based in Australia.
• Tortuga AgTech – Tortuga develops agricultural robotics solutions. Its
initial focus is robotic systems for picking strawberries in indoor farms.
It is based in Denver, Colorado.
• Trace Genomics – Trace provides soil analysis to help optimize soil
health and prevent diseases. It can identify pathogens and provide
other key soil data. It is based in San Francisco, California.
• Tule – Tule provides sensor solutions and software to measure
moisture and evapotranspiration for intelligent irrigation systems. It is
based in San Francisco, California.
• UAV-IQ – UAV-IQ provides software that turns drone-acquired farm
image data into actionable information. Its software delivers crop
health imagery and analysis. It is based in Los Angeles, California.
• Understory – Understory provides weather data and analytics. It
gathers data from a network of its own ground-level solid state weather
stations. It is based in Madison, Wisconsin.
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• Urban Produce – Urban Produce grows crops (e.g., organic wheat
grass) using vertical indoor farms. Its High Density Vertical Growing
System delivers water and nutrients. It is based in Irvine, California.
• Veris – Veris Technologies sells a variety of sensors for analyzing soil,
as well as its FieldFusion solution that combines soil and topography
data into precision application maps. It is based in Salina, Kansas.
• Vibe Imaging Analytics – Vibe provides inspection instrumentation
and analytical software that measures, counts and classifies the size,
shape, and color of rice/grains. It is based in Capitola, California.
• WDT – Weather Decision Technologies provides organizations with
weather decision support, including hazardous weather detection and
prediction and forecast modeling. It is based in Norman, Oklahoma.
• Weather Analytics – Weather Analytics provides weather data and
analytics including agricultural yield projections, predictions about
major events, and crop price forecasts. It is based in Washington, D.C.
• Wefarm – Wefarm is a peer-to-peer service that enables farmers to
share information via SMS to improve operations. Target countries
include Kenya, Uganda, and Peru. It is based in London, England.
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Menalto Advisors, LLC (“Menalto Advisors”) is a preeminent middle market technology M&A advisory
firm. Investment banking services are provided by Menalto Advisors, a registered broker-dealer and
member of FINRA and SIPC. Menalto Advisors provides financial advisory services related to mergers,
acquisitions, private capital financings, and other similar transactions. Menalto Advisors is regulated by
FINRA, but does not provide research or analyst reports or solicit or carry accounts for, or offer or sell
securities products to, retail customers.
The information and opinions in this document have been prepared by Menalto Advisors. This document
is provided for informational purposes only. It is not a research report, as such term is defined by
applicable laws and regulations. Nothing contained herein is to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or
a recommendation to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any type of financial instruments
or securities. The information contained in this document should not be construed to represent an
analysis of any company or security to form the basis for any type of investment decision. This document
should not be construed to provide legal or tax advice, and you are encouraged to seek legal counsel for
any legal or tax related questions or issues.
We believe the information contained herein to be reliable, but Menalto Advisors makes no
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. Menalto Advisors does not
guarantee that it represents a complete or accurate summary of the available data. This document
contains information from third party sources that we believe to be reliable, but that information has not
been verified by Menalto Advisors to be accurate, and we therefore cannot be certain whether the
information is accurate or complete.
Menalto Advisors or its bankers may have provided in the past, may currently be providing, or may in the
future provide advisory services to one or more of the companies mentioned in this document.
The contents of this document are under copyright to Menalto Advisors. No part of this document may
be copied or duplicated in any form, or redistributed, without Menalto Advisors’ prior written consent.
Copyright© 2018 Menalto Advisors, LLC. All rights reserved. Member FINRA, SIPC.
Menalto Advisors, LLC
2550 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
+1-650-453-5815
info@menaltoadvisors.com
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